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# THE FLEA THEATER

## THE MYSTERIES

### PLAYWRIGHTS

(in order of performance)

### ACT I - THE FALL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Playwright</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dael Orlandersmith</td>
<td>Song of the Trimorph (Lucifer’s Lament)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liz Duffy Adams</td>
<td>Falling for You</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Williamson</td>
<td>The Eighth Day (Creation Hymn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnna Adams</td>
<td>God’s Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine George</td>
<td>A Worm Walks into a Garden, or The Fall of Man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge Ignacio Cortinas</td>
<td>Right of Return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Henry Hwang</td>
<td>Cain and Abel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trista Baldwin</td>
<td>Build It</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallery Avidon</td>
<td>The Flood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick Jones</td>
<td>Fruitful and Begettin’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Stephen Smith</td>
<td>Bright New Devil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Marie Healy</td>
<td>The Moses Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CollaborationTown</td>
<td>The Prophecy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Harrison</td>
<td>The Annunciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Gersten</td>
<td>Joseph’s Troubles About Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimber Lee</td>
<td>The Shepherds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Moira Ryan</td>
<td>King of Kings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Dimond</td>
<td>The Slaughter of the Innocents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Lin</td>
<td>The Flight into Egypt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ACT II - THE SACRIFICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Playwright</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Erin Courtney</td>
<td>Christ with the PhDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CollaborationTown</td>
<td>Jesus Grows Up Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Lucas</td>
<td>New Periods of Pain Part I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Rey Pamatmat</td>
<td>Something in the Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy Porter/Kirsten Greenidge</td>
<td>Transfiguration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Max Posner.........................The Woman Taken in Adultery
Amy Freed..........................The Raising of Lazarus
Gabriel Jason Dean...............Jesus Enters Jerusalem
CollaborationTown................Turning the Tables
Yussef El Guindi.....................The Conspiracy
Jeff Whitty..........................The Last Supper
José Rivera.........................The Garden of Tears and Kisses
Bess Wohl............................The Denial of Peter
Qui Nguyen.........................Christ Before Herod
Marc Acito..........................Judgment?
Sevan K. Greene......................The Remorse
Jenny Schwartz.....................The Road to Calvary

ACT III - THE KINGDOM

Craig Lucas..........................New Periods of Pain Part II
Don Nguyen..........................The Death of Christ
Lucas Hnath..........................The Harrowing of Hell
Bill Cain..............................Resurrection
Lloyd Suh.............................The Next Supper
Ellen McLaughlin.....................The Appearance
Jordan Seavey......................Thomas Doubting
(or, Doubting Thomas Doubts His Doubt)
Meghan Kennedy...............The Gospel According to Mary Magdalene
Sean Graney........................Pentecost
Eisa Davis..........................Walking Away from the Mirror
...................................and Forgetting What You Looked Like
Lillian Groag......................The Death of Mary
Najla Said..........................The Assumption of Mary
Laura Marks........................The Coronation
Michael Mitnick....................The Last Judgment
José Rivera........................Sermon of The Senses
CREATIVE TEAM

Ed Sylvanus Iskandar ........................................... Concept and Direction
Jill Rafson ............................................................. Dramaturgy
David Dabbon ........................................ Original Music Direction/Arrangements and Music
Jody Schum ........................................................ Music Direction
Chase Brock .................................................. Choreography
CollaborationTown .................................. Additional Creative Support
Michael Wieser .............................................. Fight Direction
Amy Jo Jackson ........................................ Voice and Text Direction
Jason Sherwood ........................................ Scenic Design
Seth Reiser ................................................ Lighting Design
Loren Shaw .................................................... Costume/Hair Design
Jeremy S. Bloom ........................................ Sound Design
Marissa Bergman .......................................... Props Master
Jennifer Ahlfeld ........................................ Make-Up Design
Ria Di Lullo ................................................. Production Stage Manager

ASSISTANTS AND ASSOCIATES

Associate Directors: Tom Costello, Benjamin Kamine, Kristan Seemel, Brandon Stock, Danya Taymor, Courtney Ulrich

Assistant Directors: Rachel Dart, Estefania Fadul, Kristin McCarthy Parker, Joel Soren

Associate Dramaturg: Olivia O’Connor

Assistant Choreographer: Cameron Burke

Assistant Set Designer: Mia Cook

Assistant Lighting Designer: Rachel Fae Szymanski

Associate Costume Designers: Kara Branch, Rien Schelcht

Assistant Costume Designers: Jennifer Ahlfeld, Heather Carey, Jonathan Reilly

Assistant Sound Designer: Lee Kinney

Assistant Props Master: Jackie Rivera

Assistant Stage Manager: Katie Chew
CAST
(in alphabetical order)

ANGEL CHORUS
Emilie Bienne, Molly Kate Brog, Jessica Cannizzaro, Anna Dart, Métushalème Dary, Adrienne Deekman, Jack DellaTorri, Kelley Nicole Dugan, Rebecca Gastfriend, Kerri George, Lauren Hayes, Kelly Higgins, Gaby Hornig, Andy Miller, Toren Nakamura, Emily Olcott, Xan Russell, Sarah White

Justin Ahdoot..................................................Kenny, Phillip, Second Person
Alice Allemano.................................................................Gabriel
Allison Buck.................................................................Mary
Jessica Cannizzaro.........................................................Chiding Angel, Pregnant Angel
Matthew Cox.................................................................Abraham, John
Anna Dart.................................................................Anna
Ricardo Davila.................................................................Jude, C.N.A., Guard
Jack DellaTorri.................................................................Midwife Angel
Asia Kate Dillon.................................................................Lucifer
Julie Ann Earls.........................................................Mary Magdalene, Yocheved
Sam Garber.................................................................Yenta, Doubting Thomas
Tyler Gardella.................................................................Beelzebub
Jack Gilbert.................................................................Lazarus, Roman Guard, Handmaiden
Alex J. Gould.........................................................First Person, Isaac, Matthew
Lauren Hayes.................................................................Historian
Alex Haynes.................................................................Justin, Andrew
Kyle Hines.................................................................Adam
Matthew Jeffers.................................................................God
Ahmed Kouddous.........................................................Sam, Bart
Rory Kulz.................................................................Ishmael, Nathan, Peter
Andy Miller.................................................................Sarah
Alesandra Nahodil.........................................................Eve, Theologian, Herod
Karsten Otto.................................................................Joseph
Tara Pacheco..............................................Noah’s Wife, Debbie, Pilate’s Wife
Jeff Ronan.................................................................Doctor, Caiaphas, Paul
Xan Russell..........................................................Marxist, Becky
Peter Sansbury.....................................................Noah, Judas
Alex Seife.................................Cain, John the Baptist, Pilate, Another
Eliza Simpson..............................................Vanessa, Mary of Bethany
Matt Stango.................................Mick, James the Great, Border Guard
Kate Thulin.........................................................Hagar, Rachel, Bobby
Elijah Trichon..............................Abel, Demon, Simon the Zealot, Prophet
Paul Thomas Truitt.................................Al, Moses, James the Less
Jen Tsay...................................................Myriam, Hannah, Martha, Girl, Andy
Colin Waitt.....................................................Jesus
Sarah White......................................................Collie, Semiotician

SPECIAL THANKS:

Subsidized studio space provided by the A.R.T./New York Creative Space Grant, supported by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

“Life Is But A Dream” Music and Lyrics by Adam Guettel
This selection is used by special arrangement with Rodgers & Hammerstein: an Imagem Company, on behalf of Matthew Music, www.rnh.com. All Rights Reserved.
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Artistic Director.......................................................... Jim Simpson
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Managing Director.......................................................... Beth Dembrow
Technical Director.......................................................... Brandon Stock
Company Manager.......................................................... Erin Daley
Development Associate.................................................. Alek Deva
Marketing Associate..................................................... David Sernick
Audience Development Associate................................. Ellen Joffred
Graphic Designer.......................................................... David Prittie
Videographer................................................................. Crystal Arnette
Assistant Videographer................................................... Zac Moon
Photographer............................................................... Hunter Canning
Costume Manager.......................................................... Josh Boerman
Theater, Technical & Production Consultant.................... Kyle Chepulis
Accountant................................................................. Joel Faden & Company, Inc.
Attorney..........Carol M. Kaplan/Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp LLP
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CAST
(in alphabetical order)

Justin Ahdoot (Kenny, Mathias, Minion 3) Flea debut. NYC: Sleep No More. Other credits: Cymbeline at Richmond Shakespeare, performed his solo show Justin versus at Richmond Triangle Players, and Uncle Tom: Deconstructed at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. TV/Film: The Americans (co-star), Blue Bloods (co-star). He graduated from VCU with a BFA in Theatre-Performance. www.justinahdoot.com

Alice Allemano (Gabriel) Flea debut. She moved here to attend the Stella Adler Studio of Acting from which she graduated last June. In the UK she acted on many a stage in London, at the University of Manchester and at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival.

Emilie Bienne (Angel Chorus, Bassist) Flea debut. Emilie began her career in NYC as an intern at the Looking Glass Theatre and a vocalist for Brother Joscephus and the Love Revolution, but has worked extensively out of the country starring in productions such as Disney’s Big Band Beat. Graduate of the Boston Conservatory, and after a year of performing in Japan she is happy to be at home as a Bat in NYC where she is working on her own music while continuing to perform.
Molly Kate Brog (Angel Chorus) Flea debut. Hailing from the San Francisco Bay area, Molly is third-year BFA student at NYU Tisch/Atlantic Acting School, and studied Irish Dance with the Butler-Fearon-O’Connor School. She most recently played Sis in Daughter of the Waves with Wallis Knot Theater & Roschman Dance. Other credits include Arcadia (Hannah), Little Shop of Horrors (Audrey), and Kiss Me Kate (Lois Lane). Molly thanks her teachers, family, and friends for all the love and support!

Allison Buck (Mary) The Flea: Restoration Comedy (Amanda), She Kills Monsters (Tilly), These Seven Sicknesses (Tekmessa/Antigone), Looking at Christmas (Charmian). Other credits: The Vampire Cowboys’ Geek!, terraNOVA Collective’s Death for Sydney Black. www.allisonbuck.com

Jessica Cannizzaro (Angel Chorus, Chiding Angel, Pregnant Angel) Recent credits: … Toulouse McLane (Park Avenue Armory); The Cherry Orchard (Williamstown); The Bacchae (Columbia MFA). Recent TV: Losing It With John Stamos (Yahoo!); George Seurat Special (A+E Networks). Proud Bat, UCB student, and former Williamstown apprentice. Trained at British American Drama Academy; graduated from Swarthmore College with high honors.

Matthew Cox (Abraham, John) The Flea: Sarah Flood In Salem Mass (Narrator), The Shakes: Romeo and Juliet (Friar Laurence), Restoration Comedy (Host/Tunbelly) and #serials@theflea. New York: Blogologues, The Chicken Situation
Anna Dart (Angel Chorus) Flea debut. Recent work: Waiting for Lefty (Theater Nuance), Two Rooms (Brown Box Theater Project), and Macbeth (Hip to Hip). Anna is a graduate of Maggie Flanigan Studio. B.A. Whitman College. Love and gratitude to Ed, David, Chase - and Sharon Barker (this is for you).

Métushalème Dary (Angel Chorus) Flea debut. From Montréal, Canada. Training: York University in Toronto, Stella Adler Studio and former Williamstown Theatre Festival Apprentice. Métu is very grateful to embark on this biblical journey! “On your imaginary forces work” WS – www.metushalemedary.com


Adrienne Deekman (Angel Chorus) is thrilled to be back at The Flea, past appearance in Kaspar Hauser: A Foundling’s Opera (written and directed by Elizabeth Swedes). Last seen as The Witch in Into The Woods (ARC Stages, Pleasantville, NY). AMDA grad Spring 2006. Love to Chris!

AsiaKateDillon (Lucifer) Regional: *Iphigenia...*, (Achilles). Ithaca: *A Midsummer...* (Puck). *My Name is Rachel Corrie* (Rachel Corrie), *Dog Sees God* (Lucy). Completed Studio Program, AMDA. Completed Meisner Technique Training, Actor’s Workshop of Ithaca. @AsiaKateDillon facebook.com/asiakatedillon

Kelley Nicole Dugan (Angel Chorus) Flea debut. A born/raised New Yorker, she is a rising junior at NYU Tisch/Atlantic Acting School where she is currently pursuing a BFA in Drama. Recent credits include: *Cabaret* (Sally Bowles), *Pippin* (Catherine), *The Winter’s Tale* (Paulina). She is also a singer-songwriter. Eternal thanks to her beloved teachers, friends and Mom...you rock. @kelleydugan

Julie Ann Earls (Mary Magdalene, Yocheved) Regional: Juliet in *Romeo and Juliet* (Actors’ Shakespeare Project). New York: Kiva in *At the Rich Relatives: An Anachronistic Operetta* (Target Margin Theater). University credits include: *The Flu Season* (Woman), *The Shakespeare Project* (Joan de Pucelle), and *Vinegar Tom* (Ellen). BFA from Boston University. julieanneearls.com
Sam Garber (Yenta, Doubting Thomas) Flea debut. He is a graduate of NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts and the Stella Adler Studio of Acting with a BFA in Drama.

Tyler Gardella (Beelzebub) is an alumnus of Interlochen Arts Academy, and holds an Acting BFA from Ithaca College. The Flea: Romeo in The Shakes: Romeo & Juliet, Hippolito in The Shakes: The Honest Whore.

Rebecca Gastfriend (Angel Chorus, Celloist) Flea debut. She is singer/songwriter and student at NYU Tisch School of the Arts, Experimental Theater Wing & Atlantic Acting School. Recent work: Sweeney Todd (4th Avenue Productions), Melancholy Play, Almost Maine (Atlantic).

Kerri George (Angel Chorus) Flea debut. Kerri will be a senior musical theatre major at Pace University this coming fall. She has recently worked on a reading of Head Over Heels by Jeff Whitty directed by Ed Iskandar and Sweeney Todd at Lincoln Center directed by Lonny Price. A million thanks to Ed, Jody, David, Ria, and everyone at The Flea for welcoming me into the cast of this monumental piece of theatre. Love and gratitude to Mom, Dad, Kristin, To, and God.
Jack Gilbert (Lazarus, Roman Guard, Handmaiden) Flea debut. BFA Theatre Performance Ohio University 2010. Select past credits include the Off-Broadway production of Happily After Tonight, Endtimes’ annual, notorious Naked Holidays, and Ripple Effect’s production of Waiting For Lefty.

Alex J. Gould (First Person, Issac, Matthew) The Flea: a cautionary tail, Job, The Shakes: Romeo and Juliet and #serials@theflea. Other NYC credits include: And then this and then this and then this (24 Hour Play Company), East in Red (Dreamcatcher Entertainment), Much Ado About Nothing (EBE Ensemble). Regional: WHADDABLOODCLOT!!! by Katori Hall, The Valley of Fear, Summer in the Country, The Applicant, The Sandbox (Williamstown Theater Festival). Education: AMDA

Lauren Hayes (Angel, Historian) The Flea: These Seven Sicknesses , #serials@theflea. Other credits: One Heart for Two (Winkel & Balktick’s Laboratory); Stop the Virgens (St. Ann’s Warehouse); Three Guys and a Brenda (Williamstown Theatre Festival Workshop); Emerging Writers Group Retreat Readings (The Public Theater); The Wild Party (Ram’s Head Theatrical Society). www.LaurenHayes.info

Alexander Haynes (Justin, Andrew) Flea debut. NYC: Or What She Will and The Last Days of Judas Iscariot. His improv team Day Camp Kids just ended a three year run at The PIT. He studied Theater at the University of Kansas and improvisation at the Upright Citizens Brigade.
Kelly Higgins (Angel) Flea debut. A graduate of East Carolina University with a B.F.A. in Musical Theatre. Recently performed with New York Fringe Festival, Canal Street Theatre, Apollo Theatre, and Midtown Arts Center, as well as a frequent face singing around the city. Thrilled to be joining The Bats! A big thank and much love to all her fellow Angels, her Mama, and her Daddy looking down on her!

Kyle Hines (Adam) Flea debut. He was last seen on stage puppeteering Whipper in the International Tour of John Tartaglia’s ImaginOcean as well as Francesco in 99 Ways to F**k a Swan at 29th Street Rep. He’d like to thank his wonderful wife for her unbelievable love & support!


Matthew Jeffers (God) Flea debut. Before moving to New York in October, Matthew graduated from Towson University in Maryland last May. He dedicates every performance to his late mother and cherishes the presence of friends and family.

Ahmed A. Kouddous (Sam, Bart) is a Brooklyn based stage actor born in Cairo, Egypt. Flea Debut. He was recently seen in The Dotted Elk Theatre Company’s Dinner and Sex Upstairs at the American Theatre of Actors. Ahmed is a graduate of Brandeis University, and the National Theatre Institute at the Eugene O’Neill Theater Center.

Edan Levy (Annas, Mathias, 2nd Person, Executioner) Flea debut. He is a recent graduate of The Stella Adler Studio. Theater Highlights: *Cadence: Home* (TE’A, Michael Goldried Dir.), *The Office of Dead Letters* (FringeNYC), *All’s Well That Ends Well* (Ian Hersey Dir.), *Three Sisters* (Caroline Wood Dir.)

Edan sends a lotta love to his family overseas. My thanks to Ed, Erin and the marvelous cast and crew for this theater extravaganza!

Andy Miller (Angel Chorus) Flea debut. BFA from Michigan State. Favorite credits include Audrey in *As You Like It* and Jo in *Boom.* www.andreamariemiller.com

Alesandra Nahodil (Eve, Theologian, Herod) Flea debut. She is an actor, singer, dancer, and clown. Training at the Lee Strasberg Institute, the Stella Adler Studio, and has a BFA from NYU Tisch. Recent shows include *Naked Holidays* with EndTimes Productions, Advance Guard with Spookfish Theatre, and work with RAL Productions, Leonidas Loizidis and Perchance to Dream.
Toren Nakamura (Angel Chorus) Flea debut. He was most recently seen as the ensemble cover in *Sweeney Todd* with The New York Philharmonic at Avery Fisher Hall and in the developmental reading of *Head Over Heels*. Toren is a BFA Musical Theatre Major at Pace University (2015). Love and gratitude to Ed, Bats (old and new), and everyone at The Flea for the warm welcome and for this incredible experience!

Emily Olcott (Angel Chorus) Flea Debut. NYC: Precious Monster Operas (Feast Productions). Regional: Shrek the Musical (Chicago Shakespeare Theatre). University credits include: You Can’t Take It With You (Penny), Pippin (Leading Player), The Homecoming (Ruth), and others. BA in Theatre from Northwestern University.

Karsten Otto (Joseph) is an actor living in Brooklyn. He was most recently seen in *Much Ado About Nothing* as Benedick, performed at the Highline Park, part of Grey Room Theatre Company’s #explodedshakespeare. BFA: NYU Atlantic Acting School www.karstenotto.com

Tara Pacheco (Noah’s Wife, Debbie, Manjula, Pilate’s Wife) Flea debut. Graduate from Columbia University with degrees in Theater Arts and Psychology. Recent acting credits include *The Winter’s Tale* (Hermione), *Romeo and Juliet* (Juliet), and *Yerma* (Yerma). www.tnpacheco.com
Jeff Ronan (Doctor, Caiaphas, Paul) The Flea: These Seven Sicknesses (Oedipus), Sarah Flood in Salem Mass (Reverend Pride) and numerous plays in #serials@theflea as both actor and writer. Other recent credits include the NY premiere of Crystal Skillman’s Wild (Sanguine Theatre), and Henry V, The Electric Baby, and Seven Homeless Mammoths Wander New England (Two River). Jeff can be seen in the web series Astro-Cons and Stunods and his upcoming film Sleepwalkers recently won Indiewire’s Project of the Year. Jeffcronan.com

Xan Russell (Angel Chorus, Marxist, Becky) Flea debut. Credits include classical to contemporary drama at the Brandeis University Theater Company, opera at the Bel Canto Institute in Florence, Italy, comedy at The Second City in Chicago, and children’s theater at the Berkshire Theater Group. In New York City she has trained with The Esper Studio and The Barrow Group.

Peter Sansbury (Noah, Judas) Flea debut. He is a proud graduate of Syracuse University Drama Department. Some past roles include: Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead (Guildenstern), True West (Lee), The Black Book (Archer), Romeo and Juliet (Romeo). Peter is eternally grateful for all his teachers, friends and families unwavering support.

Alex Seife (Cain, John the Baptist, Pontius Pilate, Another) The Flea: Restoration Comedy, The Shakes, #serials@theflea. Williamstown Theatre Festival (3 seasons): The Elephant Man, Pygmalion, The Valley of Fear. Off-Broadway: Restoration Comedy, Krapp Hour,
Electric Eden, The Shakes: Romeo and Juliet, #serials@theflea, Balm in Gilead. Education: Vassar College www.alexseife.com


Matt Stango (Guard, Mick, James the Great, A Bad Person) Flea debut. He was born and raised in New York where he graduated from LaGuardia High School and SUNY Purchase studying drama.

Kate Thulin (Hagar, Rachel, Bobby) is an NYC based actor/writer/comedian. Flea credits: My Daughter Keeps Our Hammer, Sarah Flood in Salem Mass, a cautionary tail. Other: Obedient Steel (Tugboat Collective/HERE), TheaterworksUSA, Wiliamstown Theatre Festival. New media: Janky Clown’s “High Maintenance” (w/ Hannibal Buress). Kate also does improv and stand-up. B.A. Vassar College.

Elijah Trichon (Abel, Demon/Roman Soldier 2, Simon the Zealot, Anoher) Flea debut. Previous credits: 360 Entertainment’s J.M. Barrie’s
Peter Pan, The Light’s are Off, Trafficking in Broken Hearts, and A Midsummer Night’s Dream. TV: NCIS, Criminal Minds. BA in Theater from UCLA.

Paul Thomas Truitt (James the Less, A Good Person) Flea debut. NY: Titus (Shapiro Theater). BA in Drama from The University of Virginia.

Jennifer Tsay (Martha, Myriam, Hannah, Girl, Andy). The Flea: Job, Restoration Comedy, #serials@theflea. Other NY credits: Much Ado About Nothing (Random Access Theatre), The Pick Your Poison Series (The Pearl Theatre), Blueprint Project (Gideon Productions). Readings/workshops with Ma-Yi Theatre, New Georges, The Lark, Flux Theatre, and Clubbed Thumb. TV/Film: Bored to Death, One Life to Live, Deborah Kampmeier’s Split. B.A. UPENN / Graduate of The Studio NY’s 2-year acting conservatory. www.jennifertsay.com

Colin Waitt (Jesus) Flea debut. As an actor and filmmaker, his work has screened at Cannes, Tribeca, and Sundance London. Select Stage Credits: Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell (Theatre 503); You Me Bum Bum Train (The Barbican); Mad About Money! (National Theater for Children); Bards (Four Humors). Training: The Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, The University of Minnesota - Twin Cities. www.colinwaitt.com
Sarah M. White (Angel Chorus, Collie, Semiotician) Flea debut. Recent credits: SIRENS (Columbia Stages), Swimming in the Shallows (Cincinnati Fringe Festival *Pick of the Fringe*), Alice in Wonderland (Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati), and A Grand Night for Singing (Cornerstone Center for the Arts). Love to Mom, Dad, David+Chase, and the incredibly talented Angels.
Marc Acito won the Helen Hayes Award for Best New Play with his comedy *Birds of a Feather*. He is the head writer of the musical *Allegiance*, which broke the all-time box-office record at the Old Globe and won Outstanding New Musical in San Diego. He is also the book writer of *A Room with a View* at the 5th Avenue Theatre in Seattle. With producer Dede Harris, he is developing a stage adaptation of his novel *How I Paid for College*, which won the Ken Kesey Award for Fiction and was an Editors’ Choice for The New York Times.

Johnna Adams’ credits include *Angel Eaters, Cockfighters, Gidion’s Knot, Godsbreath, Hripsime, In The Absence Of Angels, Lickspittles, Buttonholers, And Damned Pernicious Go-Betweeners, Oneida: Servants Of Motion, Rattlers, Sans Merci, The Sacred Geometry Of S&M Porn, Tumblewings, 8 Little Antichrists*.

Liz Duffy Adams’ plays include *Or, Dog Act, and A Discourse on the Wonders of the Invisible World*. Her work has been produced at Women’s Project, Magic Theater, and Seattle Rep, among other places; honors include Women of Achievement Award, Lillian Hellman Award, New York Foundation for the Arts Fellowship, and a New Dramatists residency. More at lizduffyadams.com.

Mallery Avidon’s play *O Guru Guru Guru, or why I don’t want to go to yoga class with you* received its world premiere at the 2013 Humana Festival of New American Plays. Her play *queerSpawn* (a commission from the COLAGE foundation) premiered spring 2013, produced by a Collection of Shiny Objects at HERE Arts Center, NYC, and will be produced in Seattle in May. The Flea premiered *Mary-Kate Olsen is in Love* in November 2013. Mallery’s work has been produced by Pavement Group and Target Margin Theater, among others. Mallery is an alumna of Soho Rep’s Writer/Director Lab, co-curator of The Bushwick Starr’s monthly reading series and a dramaturg for the company Saint Genet. She holds an M.F.A. in playwriting from Brown University.
Trista Baldwin recent productions include *American Sexy* (The Flea), *Sand* (Women’s Project), *Doe* (Santiago a Mil Festival, Chile), *Patty Red Pants* (Live Girls!) and *Chicks With Dicks* (Bricolage). A recipient of two Jerome Fellowships and a McKnight Advancement Grant, Trista Baldwin’s work has been developed and produced by companies including The Guthrie, Women’s Project, The Lark, New Georges, Bay Area Playwrights’ Foundation, The New Theatre Group, The Production Company, Perishable Theater, Hypothetical Theatre Company, La Mama, HERE, Urban Stages, Synchronicity, Eternal Spiral Project, The Red Eye, Bloomington Playwrights’ Project, Circle X, The Empty Space Theatre and National New Play Network. Film work includes *Climbing Trees* (Minneapolis St. Paul International Film Festival), *New Girl* (The Directors), and *Side Effects* (Raw Impressions).

Bill Cain Theater: *Equivocation* and *9 Circles* - the American Theater Critics Association/Steinberg award - making Cain the only playwright to win the award in successive years. *Equivocation* - LA Ovation Award, *9 Circles* - Sky Cooper Award; *How To Write A New Book For The Bible* -Bay Area Critics’ Best Play Award. Inaugural Terrence McNally New Play Award - Philadelphia Theater Company. *Stand Up Tragedy* - LA Critics Award, Helen Hayes Award, Joseph A. Callaway Award for Broadway production; Television: *Nothing Sacred* - the George Foster Peabody Award, Writers’ Guild Award; *Clover* - Christopher Award. *Nightjohn* was named best American film of the year by The New Yorker Magazine, National Society of Film Critics Award and has had repeated showings at the Museum of Modern Art. Most recently – “House of Cards”.

Jorge Ignacio Cortiñas is a theater-maker based in New York and Artistic Director of the Obie winning company Fulcrum Theater. His most recent play *Bird in the Hand* received the coveted designation of a New York Times Critics Pick and is published by Dramatic Publishing.

Erin Courtney’s plays include *A Map of Virtue*, *Honey Drop*, *Black Cat Lost*, and *Demon Baby*. She is currently working with Liz Swados on a commission for The Flea called *Nomad*, about the life of Isabelle
Eberhardt. She is a member of New Dramatists, 13P and an affiliated artist with Clubbed Thumb. She has won an Obie and is currently a Guggenheim fellow. She teaches at Brooklyn College and received her MFA from the same program.

**Eisa Davis** is the author of *Bulrusher* (Pulitzer finalist), *Angela’s Mixtape* (a best of the year in The New Yorker), *The History of Light* (Barrymore nomination), *Ramp* (Ruby Prize), the musical *Flowers Are Sleeping* (commissioned by Symphony Space), and other works. She has won The Herb Alpert Award in Theatre, and received two Obies for performance. Her acting work includes *Passing Strange, Free Angela, Welcome to the Rileys*, and “The Wire”. Eisa has also recorded two albums of original music, *Something Else* and *Tinctures*, available on iTunes. www.eisadavis.com.

**Gabriel Jason Dean** has been produced and/or developed at New York Theatre Workshop, Lark, Page 73, Oregon Shakespeare, PlayPenn, Dallas Children’s Theatre, and People’s Light and Theatre, among others. He is currently a Hodder Fellow at Princeton University. Notable scripts: *Javaaneh (In Bloom)* - finalist for the 2014 Laurents / Hatcher Award, winner of Kennedy Center’s Paula Vogel Prize and currently under a Broadway option with Davenport Theatrical; *D’Angelico* - optioned by Riovey Films; *The Transition of Doodle Pequeño* - AATE Distinguished Play Award and NETC Aurand Harris Award. Gabriel is a Core Writer at The Playwrights’ Center. MFA: UT-Austin Michener Center for Writers.

**Christopher Dimond** is best known for his work with composer Michael Kooman, with whom he has won the Fred Ebb Award, a Jonathan Larson Grant, and the Lorenz Hart Award. Chris has also been a NYFA Fellow, a Sloan Screenwriting Fellow, and is the recipient of the Harold Adamson Award. His works include *Dani Girl* (Exit, Pursued by a Bear), *The Noteworthy Life of Howard Barnes* (O’Neill National Music Theater Conference), *Orphie & The Book Of Heroes* (Kennedy Center), *Judge Jackie Justice* (Pittsburgh CLO), *Golden Gate* (Williamstown Theatre Festival), *Burying Barbie* (Hangar Theatre), and the short film “Flour Baby”. www.koomandimond.com
Yussef El Guindi’s most recent productions include The Ramayana (co-adaptor) at ACT; and Pilgrims Musa and Sheri in the New World (winner of the Steinberg/American Theater Critics Association’s New Play Award in 2012; Gregory Award 2011;) also at ACT, and at Center Repertory Company (Walnut Creek, CA) 2013; and Language Rooms (Edgerton Foundation New American Play Award, as well as ACT’s New Play Award), co-produced by Golden Thread Productions and the Asian American Theater Company in San Francisco; at the Wilma Theater in Philadelphia (premiere), and at the Los Angeles Theater Center. His new play Threesome will premiere at Portland Center Stage in January 2015.

Amy Freed is the author of The Monster Builder, Restoration Comedy, The Beard of Avon, Freedomland, Safe in Hell, The Psychic Life of Savages, You, Nero and other plays. Her work has been produced at South Coast Repertory Theater, New York Theater Workshop, Seattle Repertory, American Conservatory Theater, Yale Rep, California Shakespeare Theater, Berkeley Rep, the Goodman, Playwrights’ Horizons, Woolly Mammoth, Arena Stage and other theaters. Playwriting awards include Charles MacArthur Award, Kesselring Prize, LA and Bay Area Critics’ Circle Awards, Pulitzer Prize Finalist (Freedomland). She currently serves as Artist-in-Residence at Stanford University.

Madeleine George’s plays, including The (curious case of the) Watson Intelligence, Seven Homeless Mammoths Wander New England, Precious Little, and The Zero Hour, have been produced and developed by Playwrights Horizons, 13P, Clubbed Thumb, Soho Rep, New York Theatre Workshop, Manhattan Theatre Club, Berkeley Rep and Shotgun Players in Berkeley, City Theatre in Pittsburgh, About Face Theatre and Theater Wit in Chicago, and Two River Theater Company in New Jersey, among other places. Madeleine is a resident playwright at New Dramatists and a founding member of the Obie-Award-winning playwrights’ collective 13P.

Kate Gersten is currently in her third year as a Lila Acheson Wallace Playwriting Fellow at The Juilliard School under the mentorship of Marsha Norman and Christopher Durang. Her thesis play, Benefit of
the Doubt was produced last year at The Juilliard School, and was subsequently further developed at The Roundabout. Her other plays include Be Your Best Friend, (2012 O’Neill National Playwrights Conference Finalist, developed at The Roundabout, and currently in development as a half hour comedy for FOX), Father Figure, and Exposed! The Curious Case of Shiloh and Zahara, for which Gersten won Outstanding Playwriting of a New Script, and was nominated for Outstanding Lead Actress. Kate is also a three time recipient of the Lincoln Center Le Comte de Nouy Prize. Her new play A Body of Work is currently in development at The Roundabout. In addition to her work at Juilliard, Kate did her undergraduate studies at the UCLA School of Theater, Film and Television.

Sean Graney is very excited to be working again at The Flea and with Ed Iskander, having previously written These Seven Sicknesses. Thank you for spending your time and money on live theater. If you have any questions for Sean, feel free to contact him at sean@seangraney.com

Sevan K. Greene is a playwright and actor. Member of The Public Theater’s 2011 Emerging Writers Group; Rising Circle Theatre Collective’s 2010 InkTANK Writer’s Lab; NYTW 2011/2012 Teaching Artist at the Khalil Gibran Academy; William Saroyan 2010 & 2012 Playwriting Prize Finalist; PlayPenn 2012 & 2013 Conference Finalist; 2011 ATC New Voices Festival Finalist and Winner. Sevan’s work has been seen at The Flea, Actor’s Theatre of Charlotte, NOOR’s HIGHLIGHT series, The Public Theater’s SPOTLIGHT series, the Kraine Theatre, Access Theatre, Ugly Rhino’s Tiny Rhino, aMios’ SHOTZ festivals, Mixed Phoenix Theatre, Itthe claquel, Birmingham Theatre Exchange, Theatre Arts Café, 2014 Accidental Festival, Ghost Dog Productions. MFA Royal Central School of Speech & Drama, London. www.sevangreene.com

Kirsten Greenidge A current PEN America/Laura Pels International Foundation for Theater Award for Playwright in Midcareer, Kirsten’s recent work includes Splendor (Company One), The Luck of the Irish (LTC3 and the Huntington), Bossa Nova (Yale Rep), Rust (The Magic)
and *Milk Like Sugar* (La Jolla Playhouse and Playwrights Horizons) which received a Village Voice Obie Award, the San Diego Critics Award, and a TCG/Edgerton Foundation Award. She is currently at work on commissions from LTC3, The Goodman, Oregon Shakespeare Festival, La Jolla Playhouse, and the University of Iowa. An alum of New Dramatists, Kirsten attended Wesleyan University and the University of Iowa.

**Lillian Groag** is an actress, writer and director in regional theatres and New York. Her plays have been produced by regional theatres and in New York as well as abroad: South Africa, Mexico City, Junges Theatre in Bonn, Landesbuhne Sachsen-Anhalt in Eisleben, Shauspielhaus in Wuppertal, Hessisches Landestheater in Marburg, Shauspielhaus in Stuttgart, Teatro Stabile di Bolzano in Italy and have been published by Dramatists Play Service. Her work includes translations and adaptations of Lorca, Feydeau, Musset, Marivaux and Molnar produced at The Guthrie, Mark Taper Forum Taper II, Missouri Rep and in South Africa. Associate Artist at the Old Globe Theatre. Master’s and PhD degrees from Northwestern University. Honorary PhD from Lake Forest College.

**Jordan Harrison**’s plays include *Maple and Vine, The Grown-Up, Futura, Doris to Darlene, Amazons and their Men, Act a Lady, Finn in the Underworld, Kid-Simple*, and *The Museum Play*. His work has been produced at Actors Theatre of Louisville, American Conservatory Theater, Arden Theatre, Berkeley Rep, City Theatre, Clubbed Thumb, Minetta Lane, Next Theatre, Playwrights Horizons, and Portland Center Stage, among others. His new play *Marjorie Prime* will premiere at the Mark Taper Forum in fall 2014. Jordan is the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship, a Hodder Fellowship, and the Kesselring Prize. He is a graduate of the Brown MFA program and an alumnus of New Dramatists.

**Ann Marie Healy** writes plays and books. Her creative writing has been supported and honored by organizations as diverse as the Sundance Institute, The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, The New York State Council
for the Arts, The Ivy League Film Festival, the Susan Smith Blackburn Prize, Clubbed Thumb Theater Company, MCC’s Playwright’s Coalition, Edge Theater Company and Lincoln Center’s LCT3. Her essays, fiction and plays are published through Smith and Kraus, Samuel French and The Kenyon Review. She is currently completing commissioned plays for Yale Rep and Playwright’s Horizons and she is a member of 13P; she received her MFA in Playwriting from Brown University.

**Lucas Hnath**’s plays include *The Christians* (2014 Humana Festival), *Red Speedo* (Studio Theatre, D.C.), *A Public Reading of an Unproduced Screenplay About the Death of Walt Disney* (Soho Rep), *nightnight* (2013 Humana Festival), *Isaac’s Eye* (Ensemble Studio Theatre, 2012 Whitfield Cook Prize), and *Death Tax* (2012 Humana Festival, Royal Court Theatre, 2013 ATCA Citation). Lucas has been a resident playwright at New Dramatists since 2011 and is a member of Ensemble Studio Theatre. He is a recipient of commissions from the EST/Sloan Project, Actors Theatre of Louisville, South Coast Repertory, Playwrights Horizons, NYU’s Graduate Acting Program, and Royal Court Theatre.

**David Henry Hwang** work includes the plays *M. Butterfly, Chinglish, Golden Child, Yellow Face, The Dance And The Railroad,* and *FOB,* as well as the Broadway musicals *Aida* (co-author), *Flower Drum Song* (2002 revival) and *Disney’s Tarzan.* He is also America’s most-produced living opera librettist. Hwang is a Tony Award winner and three-time nominee, a three-time OBIE Award winner and a two-time Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in Drama. He won the 2011 PEN/Laura Pels Award, the 2012 Inge Award, and the 2012 Steinberg “Mimi” Award, the world’s richest playwriting prize. Hwang is currently the Residency One Playwright at New York’s Signature Theatre, which is producing a season of his plays, including the premiere of his newest work, *Kung Fu.*

**Nick Jones** is a writer for theater, television and film. His most recent play was *Trevor,* a dark comedy about a lethally frustrated show biz chimp, which was critically acclaimed in New York and Chicago. His
previous play *The Coward* was produced at Lincoln Center/LTC3, where it was nominated for 4 Lortel Awards (winning 2) and is now being made into a motion picture starring Adam Driver and Chris O’Dowd. His show *Jollyship the Whiz-Bang* at Ars Nova, a puppet rock musical about pirates, also received an extended critically acclaimed run, and was subsequently revived for the Under the Radar Festival at the Public Theater. Nick was born and raised in Anchorage, Alaska. He earned his Literature/Creative Writing BA from Bard College and a Lila Acheson Wallace Playwriting degree from Juilliard. He has received theater commissions from Lincoln Center, Ars Nova, The Old Globe, Manhattan Theater Club, The Huntington, Center Theater Group and South Coast Rep. He currently writes for the critically acclaimed Netflix original series “Orange is the New Black”, (WGA and GLAAD Nominations, Satellite, Peabody and AFI awards). More at nickjonesland.com

**Meghan Kennedy**’s play *Too Much, Too Much, Too Many* received its world premiere this fall at Roundabout Underground and will soon be published by Dramatists Play Service. It was developed at the 2012 PlayPenn Conference and Page 73 Productions. Meghan is currently under commission from Roundabout Theatre Company and NYSCA/New Georges. Other plays include *Light* (2012 David Calicchio Emerging American Playwright Prize), *Talk to Me of Love, Yours*, and *The Greenest Month*. She is a member of the Ars Nova Play Group. MFA: The Michener Center, UT Austin. BA: Tisch, NYU.

**Kimber Lee** plays include *fight, tokyo fish story, and brownsville song (b-side for tray)*, which recently premiered at the 2014 Humana Festival. In May 2014, Center Theatre Group will present the world premiere of her play *different words for the same thing*. Her work has also been presented by Lark Play Development Center, Page 73, Hedgebrook, Seven Devils, Bay Area Playwrights Festival, and Dramatists Guild Fellows Program. Kimber is a Lark Playwrights Workshop Fellow (2013–2014), member of Ma-Yi Writers Lab, and is currently working on commissions for Lincoln Center Theater/LCT3 and South Coast Rep. Recipient of the 2014 Ruby Prize and the 2013-
Kenneth Lin plays include Warrior Class (TCG Edgerton New Play Prize), Fallow (Barrymore Nomination: Outstanding New Play, Brown Martin Philadelphia Award), Intelligence-Slave, Po Boy Tango (TCG Edgerton New Play Prize), said Saïd (Kendeda Graduate Playwriting Competition Winner, L. Arnold Weissberger Award, Princess Grace Award), Life On Paper, Agency* and Genius In Love have been seen throughout the world at venues, including the Second Stage Theatre Company, BBC Radio 4, Alliance Theatre, Northlight Theatre Company, Alley Theatre, People’s Light and Theatre Company, and South Coast Rep. He is a writer on Netflix’s “House of Cards.”

Craig Lucas wrote and directed Ode To Joy at Rattlestick, the movie The Dying Gaul and the world premiere of The Light In The Piazza (score by Adam Guettel). He won an Obie for directing Kondoleon’s Saved or Destroyed. Other works include play and film versions of Blue Window, Reckless and Prelude to a Kiss, films Secret Lives of Dentists and Longtime Companion and plays Small Tragedy (Obie Award, Best Play), Prayer For My Enemy, Stranger, Missing Persons, The Singing Forest and God’s Heart. He has twice been nominated for a Tony and has been a Pulitzer Finalist.

Laura Marks is the author of Bethany (Women’s Project Theater at City Center, Lucille Lortel nomination for Outstanding Play, Leah Ryan Prize for Emerging Women Writers, Blackburn finalist, West Coast premiere at the Old Globe). Other plays include Mine (Gift Theatre, Chicago) and Gather at the River. Ms. Marks is a Juilliard graduate, a New Dramatists resident, an alumna of the Public Theater’s Emerging Writers Group, and recipient of a Lilly Award, a Helen Merrill Award and an award from the Fellowship of Southern Writers. Her work has been developed throughout the US and in the UK. She’s a native of Kentucky, now living in New York.

Ellen McLaughlin’s plays include: Infinity’s House, Iphigenia and Other Daughters, Tongue of a Bird, Trojan Women, Helen, The Persians, Penelope and Ajax in Iraq. Producers include, Off-Broadway: National
Actors’ Theater, CSC, New York Theater Workshop and The Public Theater. Regional and international: The Guthrie Theater, Actors’ Theater of Louisville, Almeida Theater, London, Intiman, Mark Taper Forum and Oregon Shakespeare Festival. Awards include: The Writer’s Award, Lila Wallace-Reader’s Digest and the Susan Blackburn Prize. As an actor she is best known for having originated the role of the Angel in *Angels* in America, appearing in every American production through its Broadway run.

**Michael Mitnick**’s credits include *Sex Lives of Our Parents* (world premiere 2ndStage), *Fly By Night* (Playwrights Horizons Spring 2014), *Ed, Downloaded* (world premiere Denver Center), and *Spacebar: A Broadway Play by Kyle Sugarman* (world premiere City Lights). He is writing the book for the Broadway-bound musical of *Animal House*. Michael wrote the screenplay for “The Giver,” starring Meryl Streep and Jeff Bridges to be released this summer. Ars Nova and P73 Playgroups. 2012 Visionary Playwright Award. 2013 Variety’s Top 10 Screenwriters to Watch. Commissions for The Roundabout and Manhattan Theatre Club. MFA in Playwriting from The Yale School of Drama. He lives in Brooklyn.

**Kate Moira Ryan** Recent: *The Judy Show* written with and for Judy Gold at the Geffen Playhouse. Previously produced at DR2, Theatre J, Williamstown. Other plays include: *The Beebo Brinker Chronicles* based on the pulp novels by Ann Bannon and written with Linda S. Chapman (Hourglass / 37 Arts; GLAAD Media Award); *25 Questions for a Jewish Mother* (Ars Nova, St. Luke’s Theater) written with and for Judy Gold (GLAAD Media Award.) The book version of *25 Questions for a Jewish Mother* (Hyperion) was nominated for a Quill Award. OTMA (Atlantic Theater); Cavedweller (New York Theater Workshop).

**Don Nguyen** (Playwright): Full-length plays include *Red Flamboyant* (Ojai Playwrights Conference, finalist - O’Neill National Playwrights Conference and Bay Area Playwrights Festival), *The Man From Saigon* (NYSAF 2012 Founders Award, Naked Angels AIP workshop), *The Commencement Of William Tan* (finalist - Bay Area Playwrights Festival, 2G Jumpstart Commission, NYSAF reading), *Sound*
Qui Nguyen is a Brooklyn-based playwright, TV Writer, and Co-Founder of the OBIE Award winning Vampire Cowboys. Recent plays include *She Kills Monsters* (premiered by The Flea); *Soul Samurai; The Inexplicable Redemption of Agent G* (both by Ma-Yi Theater & Vampire Cowboys); and *Krunk Fu Battle Battle* (East West Players). He’s currently working on 2 new musicals, *War is F**king Awesome* (developed at Sundance Theatre Lab) and *Samantha Rai versus the Shogun of Fear* (Children’s Theatre Company of Minneapolis). Qui is a proud member of New Dramatists, The Playwrights Center, Ensemble Studio Theatre, and The Ma-Yi Writers Lab. For TV, he is a writer on PBS’s “Peg+Cat”.

recipient of a Lucille Lortel Foundation Playwrights Fellowship and an Obie Award for *Beauty’s Daughter*. As of 2013/14, Ms. Orlandersmith is working on a new solo play for the Mark Taper forum called *Forever* which will be done 2015 at Portland Center Stage. She has also written a new play called *The Killing Floor Trilogy* which will be workshoped at ACT San Francisco 2014

**A. Rey Pamatmat**’s new play *after all the terrible things I do* will premiere at the Milwaukee Repertory Theater in October 2014. Rey was a ’12/’13 Hodder Fellow and the ’11/’12 PoNY Fellow. His play *Edith Can Shoot Things and Hit Them* premiered at the Humana Festival, was produced nationwide, received the Steinberg/ATCA New Play Citation, and was nominated for 2013 GLAAD Media and Lambda Literary Awards. Productions: *Thunder Above, Deeps Below* (Second Generation), *A Spare Me* (Waterwell), *DEVIANT* (the Vortex), *High/Limbo/High* (HERE). Rey is Co-Director of the Ma-Yi Writer’s Lab. BFA: NYU, MFA: Yale School of Drama.

**Billy Porter** is the 2013 Tony, Grammy, Drama Desk and Outer Critics Circle award winner for Best Actor In A Musical for his portrayal of Lola in the Best Musical Tony Award winner musical *Kinky Boots*. He is a Pittsburgh native. BFA in Drama from CMU. Graduate of The Professional Program In Screenwriting at UCLA. His one-man show - *Ghetto Superstar* debuted at the Public Theater in NYC in conjunction with City Theatre of Pittsburgh (Nominated for a 2005 GLAAD Media Award.) Named Pittsburgh’s Performer of the Year 2003-2004 by the Post-Gazette. Directing credits include: *Company, Letter’s From ‘Nam, The Wiz, Signed, Sealed, Delivered: The Music Of Stevie Wonder* (starring Chaka Khan), *Being Alive, Twilight In Manchego, Once On This Island* (NAACP Theatre Award winner for Best Direction), *The Soul Of Richard Rodgers, Five Guys Named Moe, Altar Boyz, RENT* (Associate Director: Off-Broadway Revival), *Wicked Summer Nights Concert Series LA, Patina Miller Live at The Delfonte Room* (London). His brand new Broadway album, *Billy’s Back On Broadway* will be released on Concord Records this April 15th. Primary Stages Theatre Company will premiere his new play *While I Yet Live* off-Broadway
starring S. Epatha Merkerson this coming Fall.

**Max Posner**’s plays include *The Thing About Air Travel*, *The Famished*, *Snore*, *Gun Logistics* and *Judy*. They have been developed at Playwrights Horizons, Clubbed Thumb, Actors Theatre of Louisville, Page 73, Soho Rep, Williamstown Theatre Festival, The Hangar Theatre, MTC, Roundabout Underground and Brown University’s Production Workshop. Max was the 2012 P73 Playwriting Fellow. He received a MacDowell Colony Fellowship, the 2011 Heideman Award from Actor’s Theatre of Louisville and is an alum of the Soho Rep Writer/Director Lab. Currently, he is a member of Ars Nova’s Playgroup and is working on a commission from South Coast Rep. Max is a graduate of Brown University and is a Lila Acheson Wallace Fellow at The Juilliard School. He was born and raised in Denver and lives in Brooklyn.

**José Rivera**’s screenplay *The Motorcycle Diaries* was nominated for a Best Adapted Screenplay Oscar in 2005. His film *On the Road*, premiered at the 2012 Cannes Film Festival. Rivera has won two Obie Awards for *Marisol* and *References to Salvador Dali Make Me Hot*. *Cloud Tectonics*, *Boleros for the Disenchanted*, *Sueño*, *Sonnets for an Old Century*, *School of the Americas*, *Massacre (Sing to Your Children)*, *Brainpeople*, *The House of Ramon Iglesia*, and *Adoration of the Old Woman* have been produced in theatres across the country. *Celestina*, based on his play *Cloud Tectonics*, will mark his debut as a feature film director.

**Najla Said** is an actress and writer. As an actress, she has performed Off-Broadway, regionally and internationally, as well as in film and television. In April 2010, Najla completed an eight-week sold-out Off-Broadway run of her solo show, *Palestine*. That same year, she was named one of “Forty Feminists Under Forty” by The Feminist Press. Her memoir, *Looking for Palestine: Growing Up Confused in an Arab American Family* was published by Riverhead Books in August 2013. Her shorter writing has appeared in numerous magazines and periodicals. Najla is a graduate of Princeton University. She studied acting in New York.
Jenny Schwartz’s plays include God’s Ear, Somewhere Fun, Cause for Alarm, 41-derful, and Iowa. 41-derful will premiere in Clubbed Thumb’s Summerworks 2014. Iowa will premiere at Playwrights Horizons in 2015. She chairs the Soho Rep Writer / Director Lab and is a proud member of New Dramatists. Jenny is grateful to have developed Iowa with The Bats and is thrilled to be part of this amazing adventure.

Jordan Seavey is Co-Artistic Director of CollaborationTown, a Usual Suspect at the New York Theatre Workshop and a member of the 2009 Emerging Writer’s Group at The Public Theater. His plays include Listening for Our Murderer, The Third Thing, The Funny Pain, The Truth Will Out, Children at Play, 6969 and This is a Newspaper. Plays co-created with CTown include Family Play (1979 to Present), The Momentum, (2012 GLAAD Media Award nomination), The Deepest Play Ever: The Catharsis of Pathos, and The Play About My Dad, Let’s Go, Townville, They’re Just Like Us, The Astronomer’s Triangle and The Trading Floor.

Matthew Stephen Smith’s plays include Endoftheworld Lovesong, Nicholas Maeve Marianne (2013 Fringe, Published by Indie Theater Now), Four Women at the Edge of the Desert (IRT), The Bux (Finalist, National Playwrights Conference), Shiver Meek and Mute; (Prospect Theater), and 7 Ways to Mourn the Dead (NEA nomination). Collaborations include Are They Edible? (La Mama), Time: A Complete Explanation in Three Parts (PPL, thingNY), and And Size Mirror… (PPL). He is currently working on a prequel to Chekhov’s early play Platonov for EPBB director Ed Sylvanus Iskander. Member; PPL, Dramatists Guild, and MCC Theater’s Playwrights’ Coalition. MFA; Northwestern University.

Lloyd Suh is the author of American Hwangap, The Wong Kids in the Secret of the Space Chupacabra Go!, Jesus in India, Great Wall Story and others, produced with Ma-Yi, The Play Company, Ensemble Studio Theatre, Magic Theatre, Denver Center Theatre Company, East West Players, and internationally at the Cultural Center of the Philippines
in Manila, and with PCPA in Seoul, Korea. He has received support from NYFA, NYSCA, Jerome, TCG, Dramatists Guild, the NEA Arena Stage New Play Development program, and the Andrew W. Mellon Launching New Plays Into the Repertoire initiative via the Lark Play Development Center.

**Jeff Whitty** is blessed to work again with Ed Iskandar, who staged his play *The Further Adventures of Hedda Gabler* at Exit, Pursued by a Bear in NYC and will direct his musical *Head Over Heels* at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival in 2015. Musical credits include *Avenue Q* (Tony Award, Best Book), *Tales of the City* (Bay Area Critics Circle Award), *Bring It On* and the upcoming *Praise The Lord!* and *Fierce*. Plays include *The Hiding Place*, *The Plank Project*, *Balls* and *Suicide Weather*. He’s also an occasional actor. Jeff now resides in Los Angeles.

**Jason Williamson** is the Resident Playwright of Exit, Pursued by a Bear, which he co-founded with Ed Iskandar and Greg VanHorn. In the fall of 2014, EPBB will produce a lab of the final chapter of Jason’s *Lesser Mercies Cycle* in preparation for a festival production of the full cycle in 2015. Jason is also the Resident Playwright of Dramatic Adventure Theatre, an international service/arts organization with projects in Zimbabwe, Slovakia, and Ecuador. Currently, DAT has commissioned Jason to write a piece that reflects the struggles of the Roma (“Gypsies”) of Central Europe, which Jason will develop on sight in a Roma camp in Moldova, Slovakia. Recent productions: *A Girl without Wings* (IATI Theater, DAT), *American Scrapbook* (Kennedy Center), *Goat Song for Asa Jacobs* (Oregon Shakespeare, Lab), *boygirlboygirl* (JACK), *Greater Angels* (EPBB), *Lesser Mercies* (EPBB), *Ether Steeds* (Stillwater Theater, NY Fringe). Development: New York Theater Workshop, the Public, Abingdon Theatre Company, Attic Theater, Stanford Summer Theater. Jason’s work has been supported by EST/Sloan as well as The Jim Henson Foundation.

**Bess Wohl**’s plays have been produced or developed at theaters around the country, including The Williamstown Theatre Festival,
People’s Light and Theatre, Center Theatre Group, The Contemporary American Theater Festival, The Pioneer Theatre, Hartford Stage, The Pittsburgh Public, The Northlight, TheaterWorks, The Geffen Playhouse, The Vineyard Arts Project, Ojai Playwright’s Conference, and the Cape Cod Theatre Project. She has developed film and television for HBO, USA, Fox, and Paramount. Bess’s work has been supported by a MacDowell Fellowship, PlayPenn, the Sewanee Writer’s Conference, and the Ars Nova Play Group. She is a member of The Civilians and has received commissions from Manhattan Theatre Club and Center Theatre Group. MFA: Yale School of Drama; BA: Harvard.
Ed Sylvanus Iskandar (Director and Conceiver) is a two-time Drama Desk nominee for his direction of Amy Freed’s Restoration Comedy and Sean Graney’s These Seven Sicknesses at The Flea (NY Times Critics’ Picks). He is the recipient of the Emerging Professional Award, given by National Theatre Conference (NTC) and Bill Rauch, Artistic Director of Oregon Shakespeare Festival (OSF). As Founding Artistic Director of Exit, Pursued by a Bear (EPBB), he has served over 11,000 home-cooked meals over the course of staging 8 Labs and 40 Salons (all NY premieres), including multiple collaborations with Tony winners Billy Porter and Jeff Whitty, and Tony nominee Anthony Heald. Ed is a New York Theatre Workshop (NYTW) Usual Suspect and Artist-in-Residence at Singapore Repertory Theatre (SRT) where he is cultivating a creative pipeline of Singapore – US collaborations. Past honors: NYTW Emerging Artist Fellow, Drama League Directing Fellow, two-time OSF Resident Director, alumnus of the Lincoln Center Directors Lab, and recipient of the Robert M. Golden Medal and the Sherifa Omade Edoga Prize. Ed has taught at Stanford (BA Modern Thought & Literature, and Drama) and Carnegie Mellon (MFA Directing). Ed is currently reimagining Restoration Comedy as an immersive nightlife adventure in collaboration with Jake Shears and Babydaddy of The Scissor Sisters. Projects currently in development: Gabriel Jason Dean’s Jaavaneh (In Bloom), a political thriller about American altruism in the world of Afghan dancing boys; Sean Graney’s All Our Tragic, a 2-day play based on all the surviving Greek tragedies, and Jeff Whitty’s immersive musical Head Over Heels (featuring music from the catalog of The Go-Go’s), which will world premiere at Oregon Shakespeare Festival next year. Representation: Jonathan Mills (jmills@paradigmagency.com).
Jill Rafson (Dramaturg) is the Literary Manager of Roundabout Theatre Company, where she also serves as Associate Producer for Roundabout Underground, a theatrical development program that supports the work of emerging playwrights. Plays developed with Roundabout include Stephen Karam’s *Speech & Debate* and *Sons of the Prophet* (Pulitzer Finalist), Adam Gwon’s *Ordinary Days*, Kim Rosenstock’s *Tigers Be Still*, David West Read’s *The Dream of the Burning Boy*, Steven Levenson’s *The Unavoidable Disappearance of Tom Durnin*, Joshua Harmon’s *Bad Jews* and Meghan Kennedy’s *Too Much, Too Much, Too Many*. Jill has worked with The Broadway League, New York City Center, and ART/NY and has been a Dramaturg and member of the Artistic Council for the O’Neill Playwrights Conference, in addition to reading scripts for Vineyard Theatre and Deutsch/Open City Films. Jill is a dramaturg for CollaborationTown, has served as script consultant for *The Importance of Being Earnest HD* (screened worldwide), and has been a lecturer for the Commercial Theatre Institute and guest blogger for World Theater Day. She is a nominator for Off-Broadway’s Lucille Lortel Awards, a member of NYFA’s Emerging Arts Leaders Boot Camp, and a graduate of Johns Hopkins University.

CollaborationTown’s (Creative Support) mission is to create ensemble-driven pieces of theater that defy expectations of how stories can be told. Select past productions include *The Deepest Play Ever: The Catharsis of Pathos* (The New Ohio Theater), *The Play About My Dad* (59E59 Theaters), *The Momentum* (2012 GLAAD Media Award nominee, 2010 FringeNYC Overall Excellence Award winner, Emerging America Festival), *Children at Play* (The Living Theater, nominated for two New York Innovative Theatre Awards) and *6969* (59E59 Theaters; winner of three NYIT Awards). CTown has been selected for three residencies at Robert Wilson’s Watermill Center, three residencies with the Lower Manhattan Cultural Council and an Otto Award. CTown’s *Family Play* (1979-present) will run April
28th-May 16th at The New Ohio as an inaugural recipient of The New Ohio Theatre/IRT Archive Alliance Residency.

**David Dabbon** (Music Director, Arranger, and Original Music)

Broadway: *Sondheim on Sondheim* (Additional Orchestrations)


**Michael Wieser** (Fight Director) is so happy to be working with The Flea on this wonderful, epic project. He has been amazed at the talent of this cast and is so happy to have been involved with such an inspiring production. As the resident fight choreographer for The Flea, Michael has worked on: *These Seven Sicknesses, Restoration Comedy, Job, White Hot* and *Mary-Kate Olsen is in Love*. He is also a Resident fight director for Exit Pursued by a Bear (EPBB) theatre collective and has choreographed, *These Seven Sicknesses, Lesser Mercies, Lear* (starring Billy Porter), *Greater Angels* and *Dani Girl*. Michael has also Choreographed for Williamstown Theatre Festival and Singapore Repertory Theatre’s *Venus in Fur* (starring Anson Mount and Steffanie Leigh).

**Amy Jo Jackson** (Voice/Text Director) Broadway: *Kinky Boots*. The Flea: *These Seven Sicknesses, Looking at Christmas*. NYC: *Behind the Painting* (in development); *Henry IV Part I* (The Pearl); *Unlock’d,*
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Nymph Errant (Prospect); Venus in Fur (Singapore Rep); PPAS; The Cell. Classes: The Pearl Conservatory, The Vineyard, Pace. www.amyjojackson.com

Jason Sherwood (Scenic Design) Recent: Alliance Theater (2013 Suzi Bass Award nomination), Yale Dramat, Two River Theater, Naked Angels (staged reading), NYTW East 4th St, The Flea, Civic Theatre, NY Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week. Associate/assistant design for Broadway, Second Stage, Signature Theatre (NY), ART, and more. 2013 LiveDesign Magazine Young Designer to Watch and 2013 USITT Rising Star Award Nominee. NYU grad. www.jasonsherwooddesign.com

Seth Reiser (Lighting Design) designs for theatre, dance, and music across the United States. NYC credits include, Come and Back Again with David Dorfman Dance; The Bad Guys at Second Stage; The Agony and the Ecstasy of Steve Jobs at The Public Theatre; the Obie Award winning production of The Lily’s Revenge at HERE Arts; Reggie Watts and Tommy Smith’s RADIO PLAY at PS 122. Regionally his work has been seen at: Two River Theatre Company, Portland Center Stage, Trinity Repertory, Berkeley Repertory, Seattle Repertory, The Denver Center Theatre Company, On the Boards, Woolly Mammoth, American Repertory Theatre, and Playmakers Repertory, among others. Seth received his MFA from NYU/Tisch. www.sethreiserdesign.com

Loren Shaw (Costume Design) was nominated for the 2013 Drama Desk Award for Best Costume Design for The Flea Theater’s production of Restoration Comedy. Recent projects include Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom (Portland Stage), The Golden Dragon (Play Company), Venus In Fur (Singapore Rep) Agent: Jack Tantleff jtantleffasst@paradigmagency.com www.lorenshaw.prosite.com

Jeremy S. Bloom (Sound Design) This is Jeremy’s third Ed Iskandar adventure after designing Restoration Comedy (Flea) & his live
foley performance in *The Golden Dragon* (PlayCo). Jeremy was The Flea’s 2012/13 resident sound designer and this is his 7th Flea production. He can also be found playing accordion in Balkan party band Tipsy Oxcart. Learn more at: http://www.jeremyb.com


**Kara Kaufman** (Production Stage Manager) Kara is thrilled to be working on her seventh show at The Flea and her fourth with the brilliant Ed Iskandar. Previously at The Flea: *Restoration Comedy, These Seven Sicknesses, American Sexy, The Great Recession, Love/Stories (or: But You Will Get Used to It)*, and *Kaspar Hauser*. Other favorite New York credits include: *Dani Girl* (EPBB), *Neva* (Public Theater), *Really Really* (MCC Theater), *Lush Valley* (HERE Arts Center), *Paternity* (Cherry Lane) and *Hold Music* (Living Theatre). Thanks and love to her friends and Mom!

### ASSOCIATES AND ASSISTANTS

**Tom Costello** (Associate Director) Recent credits: *The Witchelor* (Atlantic Stage 2); Flea productions of *The Wundelsteipen* (and other difficult roles for young people); #serials@theflea: *The Flying Latke* (co-director); *The Thirteenth Commandment* (Libra); Pipeline Theatre Company’s productions of *Sleepless City, Shakespeare the Dead* and *Bubble and Squeak*. BFA in Drama - NYU/Tisch.

**Benjamin Kamine** (Associate Director) is a stage director based in Manhattan. Resident Director at The Flea. Flea directing credits: *a
cautionary tail by Christopher Oscar Peña; Job by Thomas Bradshaw; The Flying Latke by Arthur Yorinks. Member, Lincoln Center Theater Directors Lab; Resident Director, Jewish Plays Project; SDC Guest Artist, Brooklyn College.

Kristan Seemel (Associate Director) is passionate about new plays. Premieres at The Flea: Ed Himes’ The Electric Lighthouse and Mallery Avidon’s Mary-Kate Olsen is in Love. Recipient of the Portland Drammy Award. Developed plays at Playwrights Horizons/Clubbed Thumb, Target Margin, Brave New World, Soho Rep and Portland Center Stage. MFA Brown/Trinity. www.kristanseemel.com

Brandon Stock (Associate Director) is from Fresno, California. He received his BA from Loyola University, Chicago and MFA in directing from the Actors Studio Drama School. He has directed, designed, stage-managed, and worked electrics. Thanks to mom, dad, Casey and his girlfriend Chris.

Danya Taymor (Associate Director) Past directing credits at The Flea: My Daughter Keeps Our Hammer (NYT Critics Pick), I Hate Fucking Mexicans (U.S. premiere/co-translator). She has directed readings/workshops of plays by Robert Askins, Brian Watkins, Kim Davies, Mariah McCarthy, and LEGOM. Awards/fellowships: Van Lier Directing Fellowship; Gates Foundation Grant, SPACE on Ryder Farm, Lincoln Center Directors Lab and is an Artist in Residence at Theatre for a New Audience.

Courtney Ulrich (Associate Director) past directing credits include Tommy Smith’s White Hot (The Flea), #serials@theflea, Sousepaw: A Baseball Story and Real Dead Ghosts, both by Jonathan A. Goldberg (Shelby Company). She has also directed for 24 Hour Plays, American Nightcap at Intar and The Tank.

Rachel Dart (Assistant Director) Recent directing credits include But Not For Love (Williamstown Theatre Festival), Occupy 52nd Street (EST/Youngblood), I Haven’t Seen Gremlins Since I Was
Estefania Fadul (Assistant Director) is thrilled to be assisting Ed on *The Mysteries*. She is a NYC-based director and serves as Artistic Director of Pleiades Productions. She has assisted Jo Bonney (MCC), Sheryl Kaller (NYSAF), Tracy Young (OSF), and Michael Barakiva. B.A. Vassar College. Member: Lincoln Center Directors Lab, Upstart Creatures. www.estefaniafadul.com

Kristin McCarthy Parker (Assistant Director) Directing: *Bears* (59E59), *kumrads won’t* (FringeNYC world premiere), *Amios’ Shotz!* (new plays by Mat Smart, Lindsay Joy, Sevan Greene, Mark Snyder, and others). Assistantships: Trip Cullman (*Choir Boy*), Michael Greif (*Far From Heaven*), Wendy C. Goldberg, Jenn Thompson. Education: the University of Evansville.


Olivia O’Connor (Associate Dramaturg) is currently the Artistic Apprentice at Roundabout Theatre Company. She has held internships at Atlantic Theater Company and Pittsburgh’s City Theatre. Graduate of Carnegie Mellon University, where recent work includes *Fireface* and *Angels in America: Millennium Approaches* as a dramaturg and new plays (*please take care of me*) and #badsexundertheoldtree as an actor.

Cameron Burke (Assistant Choreographer) is a BFA graduate of Marymount Manhattan College and is a company member of
The Chase Brock Experience. Recent Credits include the second national tour of *In The Heights*, *Broadway Bares 23*, a nationwide TARGET commercial, and a workshop of the musical *Love’s Labour’s Lost* directed by Alex Timbers.

**Kara Branch** (Associate Costume Designer) is a New York based costume designer. She recently worked as the Costume Design Assistant/Intern on the Broadway musical *Soul Doctor* at Circle in the Square Theater. Other Costume Design credits include *On the Town* at CAP 21, *Hamlet* at Boomerang Theater Company and *The Music Man, Into the Woods, Alice in Wonderland* and *Fiddler on the Roof* at the Marjorie S. Deane Theater. Kara thanks her friends and family for their love and support and God....obviously.

**Mia Cook** (Assistant Set Designer) is a BFA graduate of NYU’s Tisch Production and Design Studio with a focus in scenic and costume design. Recent works include *On Borrowed Time* with Joel Grey (Associate Scenic), Tisch StageWorks’ *Spring Awakening* (Scenic Design), and *Bridges of Madison County* (Costume Assistant.)


**Heather Carey** (Assistant Costume Designer) has designed for Harbor Lights Theater Company, Intimation Productions, UnSung Musicals Co., Spence School for Performing Arts, ArtEffects Theatre, Theater at Monmouth, Brandeis Theatre Company, Berkshire Theatre Festival, The Gallery Players; she has assisted on productions with Making Books Sing, Queens College, and Williamstown Theatre Festival. One of her most recent productions, *Super Sidekick: The Musical*, was the Best of FringeNYC 2012 from the FringeNYC
Encore Series. Heather received her MFA in Costume Design from Brandeis University. www.heatherjcarey.com

Jonathan Reilly (Assistant Costume Designer) is a freelance costumer, and is excited to be working with Loren Shaw again with such a phenomenal creative team and cast. He’d like to dedicate his work to his grandmother, who has the best seat in the house.

Lee Kinney (Assistant Sound Designer) has directed, designed, and composed in New York, Ohio, and Canada. He has had the privilege of working with David Cromer, Daniel Fish, and Daniel Kluger, and has directed and assisted at MCC Theater, Rattlestick Theater, La MaMa ETC, Stella Adler Studio, and NY Madness. Ohio University Graduate Directing alum.

Jackie Rivera (Assistant Props Master) is a director, comedian, proud member of Actor’s Equity Association and freelance prop designer. NY design: first revival of A Man of No Importance (Gallery Players). She is the Marketing Director and co-founder of Miami’s only immersive and site-specific theater company, The Project [theatre]. www.project-theatre.com Thanks to Marissa and The Flea for letting me make great art with you guys.

Jody Schum (Assistant Stage Manager - Extension) is a New York-based pianist, music director, and vocal coach in opera and theater. Recent projects include Airline Icarus (Opera America), The Pearl Fishers (Fort Worth Opera), and The Further Adventures of Hedda Gabler (EPBB). Current projects include Opera In Eden (American Lyric Theater) and Der Protagonist (Fire Island Opera Festival). He has performed at Carnegie Hall and on The Wendy Williams Show.

David Delaney (Assistant Stage Manager) is a Brooklyn-based director and producer of the stage and screen. Currently a Resident Director at The Flea, previous credits include #serials@theflea; Beautiful Hands (Samuel French OOB Festival Finalist); Brotherly Love (Random Houses’ - Shorter, Faster, Funnier); and King’s River.
David is also co-founder of Foxhole Entertainment. David has been produced and developed work with organizations such as Ma-Yi Theater, Rutgers University, Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre, CoLAB Arts, and many more.

**Ria T. DiLullo** (Assistant Stage Manager) a New York City native, joined The Flea this past year. Prior to becoming a Resident Director, she studied Noh and Kyogen performance and co-founded Marrow’s Edge, a performance group. Directing credits include: *We Are Samurai, Tinerete, and 1001.*

**Chongren Fan** (Assistant Stage Manager) is a Resident Director at The Flea. He has worked with Prototype Festival, La Mama, Dixon Place, New Ohio Theater, and Forestburgh Playhouse. He is the multimedia designer of *Tony and Tina’s Wedding* off-broadway revival and the projection specialist of Broadway Rox (Nederlander Worldwide). M.F.A. Sarah Lawrence College.

**Anne Cecelia Haney** (Assistant Stage Manager) is a Brooklyn-based director, writer, and producer. She is a Resident Director at The Flea and the Founder / Co-Artistic Director of Idly Bent Theater Company. B.A., Comparative Literature, University of Virginia.

**Daniela Hart** (Assistant Stage Manager) received BFAs in Acting and in Musical Theater from East Carolina University. Along with her residency as a director at The Flea she is a director with the Tres Artis studios, a member of the Literary Wing at the Lark Play Development Center and a freelance sound designer and music director.

**Rachel Karp** (Assistant Stage Manager) has developed and directed new work at the Incubator Arts Project, Actors Theatre of Louisville, Dixon Place, Women Center Stage, Theater for the New City, Powerhouse Theater Festival, and Columbia University’s graduate and undergraduate schools. www.rachelkarp.com
Molly Marinik (Assistant Stage Manager) is a director and dramaturg who loves new plays. She is a Resident Director at The Flea, and the Literary Manager at Barefoot Theatre Company. Recent work: Atlantic Theater Company, Dixon Place, Nylon Fusion, terraNOVA Collective, Athena Theatre (59E59 Theatres), MuSE (The Secret Theatre). MA Brooklyn College.

Michael Raine (Assistant Stage Manager) is a NY based director, choreographer and teacher. His work has been seen Off-Broadway, regionally and internationally. He has been teaching at NYU’s Graduate Acting Department since 2008, and has choreographed and taught at CAP21, The University of Miami, Music Theater Italy and Juilliard Drama.

Austin Regan (Assistant Stage Manager) Flea Resident Director. Directing: Kraine Theater, Dixon Place, Julia Miles Theater, Zipper Factory, Metropolitan Room, 92Y, Boston Conservatory, UIUC, United Nations, etc. Assistant directing: three Broadway musicals, Metropolitan Opera, Roundabout, Berkeley Rep, etc. Teaching: Boston Conservatory, Trollwood Performing Arts School, founder of Other Side of the Table. Job 5:7

Stebos (Assistant Stage Manager) is a Resident Director at The Flea Theater. A stage director, producer, teaching artist, and theatre scholar, he specialized in acting and directing with Jurij Alschitz at the Russian Academy of Dramatic Art in Moscow. He is the founder and artistic director of Theatre Plots Productions. More info at www.stebos.net

Kat Yen (Assistant Stage Manager) is the Co-Artistic Director of Spookfish Theatre Company, a Resident Director at The Flea Theater, and a member of the Lincoln Center Directors Lab. Recent NYC directing credits include #cerulean, Advance Guard, Pornography for the People, The ABC’s Guide to Getting Famous, Relax! Alice and WABI SABI! Not Wasabi.
THE FLEA STAFF

Jim Simpson (Artistic Director and Founder) Jim was a child actor in his hometown of Honolulu, as a teenager worked with Jerzy Grotowski in Poland, and holds degrees from Boston University School for the Arts and the Yale Drama School. He’s worked at many venues in New York City, Nationally and Internationally. Drama Desk cited for Downtown Adventurous Theater, Two-time OBIE-award winner, National Board of Review Excellence in Filmmaking, and cited for artistic leadership in Downtown New York by the Lower Manhattan Cultural Council.

Carol Ostrow (Producing Director) joined Jim Simpson at the helm of The Flea in 2001 and The Guys marked her return to Off-Off-Broadway. She was the OBIE-award winning Producing Director of the Classic Stage Company as well as the founder and original Producing Director of The Powerhouse Theater at Vassar, now in its 28th season. In between, she has been an adjunct professor of theater at Vassar College, Chatham College and McGill University. For The Flea, Carol has produced dozens of world premieres and has been responsible for sound fiscal management of the theater’s $1.3 M budget for thirteen years. She is also overseeing The Flea’s capital campaign that will result in a new performing arts center for The Flea to be launched in the fall of 2015. Carol is a graduate of Vassar College and the Yale Drama School. She serves on the President’s Advisory Council of Vassar College and the Board of Advisors of the Yale Drama School, and on the executive committee of one of the oldest congregations in New York City, Central Synagogue. She is a board member of LAVA, an acrobatic dance collective as well as the National Psoriasis Foundation. She is also a Wall Street Journal Expert, where she writes on small businesses for the paper’s online edition. Married and the mother of four incredible and launched young adults, she and her family count Pittsburgh, London, Montreal and now New York City once again as home.
Beth Dembrow (Managing Director) has been with The Flea since 2007. Prior to her arrival, she spent two and a half years at Lincoln Center Theater where she worked on all mainstage and second stage productions. Other management experiences include various Broadway and Off-Broadway with Snug Harbor Productions (Steven Chaikelson and Brannon Wiles). Beth holds a B.A. from Cornell University and an M.F.A. in Theater Management and Producing from Columbia University.

Erin Daley (Company Manager) Prior to The Flea, Erin produced the Eugene O’Neill festival at Arena Stage and spent three years as a coordinator in Los Angeles working in film and commercials. After cutting her teeth as an independent producer and director, Erin is thrilled to have found a home at The Flea where she can continue to work with exciting and innovative artists. Erin is proud to have graduated from Skidmore College, Class of 2008.

Ellen Joffred (Audience Development Associate) is thrilled to be joining The Flea! Having worked in locations as disparate as Norristown, PA and Toulouse France, Ellen is now happily rooting herself in NYC. Most recently, she worked for two years in CAA’s Theatre Department. Ellen is a member of LMDA, PDC, TCG and The Plumes. She holds a BA in French and Theatre from Dickinson College, and an MFA in Dramaturgy from Columbia University.

David Sernick (Marketing Associate) graduated from Indiana University with a BA in Political Science, Theatre & Drama along with a Certificate in Arts Administration. From 2009 – 2012 David was the Marketing Associate at Barrington Stage Company where he cultivated younger audiences.
with new media strategies thanks to a Future Audiences Grant from TCG. David founded Black Swan Theatre Project in Grand Rapids, MI and InPulse Productions in Bloomington, IN where he directed, produced and occasionally acted. David currently produces the Darkroom Series with New Light Theater Project.

Alek Deva (Development Associate) has previously worked as the Master Electrician and in-house Lighting Designer for Carolina Performing Arts, and at the Weston Playhouse Theatre Company as Marketing Associate, where he developed a dynamic and successful marketing campaign for world premiere musical Pregnancy Pact (by Gordon Leary and Julia Meinwald). He has produced music and theater events in North Carolina and New York, including a world premiere percussion and piano performance featuring award-winning percussionist Scott O'Toole and composer/pianist Alicia Willard. Alek holds a degree in English with a focus in Poetry Writing from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
WHAT IS THE FLEA?

The Flea is our theater: two unique and intimate performance spaces, located here at 41 White Street in Tribeca. But The Flea is also an award-winning producing organization, founded in 1996, that offers more than 250 cutting-edge theatrical and multi-disciplinary performances each year and gives voice to some of the most exciting and innovative writers of our time.

Founded from the purely artistic impulse to create “joyful hell in a small space”, our body of work has earned us accolades from across the globe including two Obie Awards for Best Production, an Otto for Courageous Political Theater, and a Drama Desk Award Special Award for our commitment to adventurous theater. Our 2001 production of *The Guys*, a raw artistic response to the events of 9/11, became a phenomenon that played to sold-out houses for 13 months and quickly cemented our leadership role in the downtown, Off-Off-Broadway and Lower Manhattan communities.

The Flea is a beacon for adventurous audiences and creative artists of all stripes, from the young striver to the legendary veteran. More than 150,000 people have come to The Flea to witness the rare spark created when artists are given free rein to play, experiment and invent—often in ways that the commercial theater can’t support. And it is that spark that fulfills our mission, pure and simple: to embody the spirit of adventure and excitement that has defined Off-Off-Broadway since its inception.
WHO & WHAT ARE THE BATS?

The Bats is our critically acclaimed resident company, cast anew each year from over 1,000 aspiring young actors. Voted “Best Off-Off-Broadway Company to Act In” by Backstage, being a Bat offers young artists the rare opportunity to break into the field with real life experience, performing in front of an audience on a regular basis and working to support The Flea and its visiting artists. All in one night, a Bat may tear your ticket, pour you a drink and rivet your soul to the stage.

WHAT IS OFF-OFF-BROADWAY?

Dating back almost fifty years, Off-Off-Broadway began informally—an alternative, non-commercial environment where new ideas and projects were born out of energetic and often happenstance encounters. Hundreds of well-known artists credit this adventurous and free-spirited time with their falling in love with theater, and getting good at what they do.

Visit www.theflea.org for information on all things Flea!

Find The Flea Theater on Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter & YouTube
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chair
Jamie Harris

President
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Secretary
Douglas Liebhafsky

Treasurer
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Kyle Chepulis
Robert Eimicke
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Michael Graff
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Andrea Miller
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Eighteen years ago The Flea’s founders undertook an artistic experiment, renting an old TriBeCa factory in the wilds of Lower Manhattan and opening the doors to the most iconoclastic and talented artists they could find. Since then The Flea has evolved into an award-winning theater known for presenting the very best of Off-Off-Broadway theater, music and dance.

We have also become an emblem for the resilience of Lower Manhattan, drawing more than 150,000 people to the area since the 9/11 attacks. To continue in that leadership role, we recently purchased a site nearby that is soon to become our permanent new home. Our goal is to continue producing our own intimate and exhilarating work while providing stability to dozens of other artists and performance groups. We are grateful to the following for their lead gifts to the project:

**VISIONARIES ($500K+)**
- Anonymous
- State of New York
  - Andrew M. Cuomo, Governor
  - George E. Pataki, Governor
- Empire State Development Corporation
  - Julie Shimer, Chairman
- City of New York
  - Michael R. Bloomberg, Mayor
- New York City Council
  - Christine C. Quinn, Speaker
  - Margaret Chin, Council Member
  - James Van Bramer, Council Member
- Borough of Manhattan New York
  - Scott M. Stringer, President
- The Lower Manhattan Development Corporation
- Carol Ostrow & Michael Graff
- Paul Elston & Frances Beinecke
- A.R. & Molly Gurney
- The September 11th Fund

**ANGELS ($250K+)**
- Anonymous
- Douglas Liebhafsky & Wendy Gimbel
- Sigourney Weaver & Jim Simpson

**PRODUCERS ($50K+)**
- The Irene Diamond Fund
- Dormitory Authority of the State of New York
  - Paul T. Williams, Jr., President
- Walter Nick Howley
- Lower Manhattan Cultural Council
- Dennis Mehier
  - All The Way Foundation
- International Creative Management, Inc.
- Liam Neeson
  - In Memory of Natasha Richardson

**DIRECTORS ($25K+)**
- New York State Council on the Arts
  - Aby Rosen, Chair
  - Lisa Robb, Executive Director
- Jim & Suzy Cameron
- Kyle Chepulis
- Susan Cooper Cronyn
- Linda Schupack & David Good
- Wendy & David Hashmall
- Marilyn & Jeffrey Katzenberg
- Kathleen Kennedy & Frank Marshall
- Massey Knakal Real Estate
- Ed & Patricia Matthews
  - Gould Family Foundation
- David Prittie
- Daryl Roth & Jordan Roth
- Dan & Sue Rothenberg
- Ted Snowden
- The Fran & Ray Stark Foundation
- Edward Trach
- Basil Walter

**ARTISTS ($10K+)**
- Roger Berlind
- André Bishop & the Lecomte du Noüy Foundation
- Ellen McCourt
- Andrea & George Miller
- Newman’s Own Foundation
- Emma Sheafer Charitable Trust
- Omnicom
- David Richenthal
- Kenes Rakishev & Aselle Tasmagambetova
- United Talent Agency
- Katherine & Samuel Weinhoff
- Stephen & Cathy Weinroth
- Davis & Betsy Weinstock
Kent Lawson & Carol Tambor
Celeste & Tony Tramontin

PATRONS ($5K+)
Anonymous
Robert Eimicke & Roslyn Black
Lawrence Shainberg & Vivian Bower
Marshall & Nina Brickman
E.L. & Helen Doctorow
William H. Draper III & Phyllis C. Draper
Kristin & Gary Friedman
Jane Gelfman
Edwin & Lorna Goodman
  The Anrol Foundation
Mary G. Gurney
Sylvia G. & Benjamin F. Johnson and Sarah East Johnson
Mark Kaplan
Edward McKinley
Susan Sarandon
Mike Nichols & Diane Sawyer
George Sheanshang
Jeanne S. & Herbert J. Siegel
The Dorothy Strelsin Foundation
Becky Tesich
Emily & Lily Wiest
William Morris Endeavor Entertainment

FRIENDS ($1K+)
Marla Mayer & Chris Ahearn
Marla Mayer & Chris Ahearn
Robert & Betsy Barbanell
Agnes Martin Barley
Tom & Meredith Brokaw
Arthur H. Brooks
David C. Bryan
Beth Burnam
Arthur & Linda Carter
Michael J. Chepiga & Pamela Rogers Chepiga
  in honor of Kathy White
Marya Cohn
Al & Roma Connable
Blythe Danner
Robert L. Denton
Arlene Donovan
John & Karen Erickson
Mr. & Mrs. John Galen
Joseph F. Godfrey & Keith Halstead
James & Toni Goodale
Sarah C. Goodyear
Jane Whitney Gruson
Christopher Bumcrot & Evelyn R. Gurney
Lynne Halliday & B.H. Barry
Robert & Marilyn Harbage
Patrick Herold
Fenita Bilgoraj Heyman
Cindy & Alan Horn
Emily F. Johnson
Maresha Berkowitz & Wayne Kabak
Marianne & David Kaplan
Jerome B. Kauff
Stephen & Marina P. Kaufman
Louise Lampere
  in honor of Basil Walter
Claire & David Lane
Harry Moses & Randy Lehrer
Jerry Levine & Nina Tassler
Paige & Nicky L’Hommedieu
Kate H. Marber
Isaia Margalit
Julian Mazor
Michael Miller
Robert & Evelyn Miller
Susan Monserud & Ric Sonder
Bernard W. Nussbaum
Pakula Productions, Inc.
Gilbert Parker
David B. Pearce, M.D.
Mary Ann & Bruno A. Quinson
Holland Taylor
Deborah Schneider & Jim Tilley
The Shana Alexander
  Charitable Foundation
Jonathan Sheffer
Barry Skovgaard & Marc Wolinsky
Bernadette Speach & Jeffrey Schanzer
Scott & Dhuane Stephens
Michael & Marjorie Stern
Bruce Sunstein
David & Deborah Trainer
Victoria G. Traube
Ginny & Bob Walther
Emmeline Wexer
Marguerite C. Whitney
Rachael Worby
F.A. Zunino

List as of 6/13/14

We apologize if you have been left off this list.
Please contact Alek Deva at alekd@theflea.org for any corrections.
For more information on our Capital Project, please contact Carol Ostrow, (212) 226-0051 x104
The Flea I.P.’s

In June of 2009 The Flea launched a unique patron program called The Flea IPs – an elite and dedicated group that helps to make the dreams of The Flea a reality. Flea IPs gain insider access through exclusive events including private talk-backs, intimate artist dinners, master classes and first-look readings. Flea IPs commit their support with generous gifts of $5,000 or more each year.

Interested? We’d love to make you a Flea IP too! Contact Carol Ostrow at 212.226.0051 x104 or carolo@theflea.org for more information.

The Flea proudly salutes our Flea I.P. members and thanks them for their unwavering support:

- Catherine & Fredrick Adler
- Trey Beck
- John & Gaily Beinecke
- Lois Chiles
- Stephanie Stieffel & Robert Cohen
- Frances Beinecke & Paul Elston
- Jonathan Reynolds & Heidi Ettinger
- Lorna B. & Edwin A. Goodman
- Carol Ostrow & Michael Graff
- A.R. & Molly Gurney
- Celeste Guth
- Lorie & Nick Howley
- Eleanora & Michael Kennedy
- Elizabeth Olofson & Daniel Kurtz
- Tina & Stephen Lang
- Sahra Lese
- Wendy Gimbel & Douglas Liebhafsky
- Shelly London
- Andrea & George Miller
- Marcie & Robert Orley
- Sue Rothenberg
- Stephen & Livia Russell
- David Good & Linda Schupack
- Lisa & Michael Senter
- Jeremy Smith
- Nanahya C. Santana & Hume Steyer
- Tony & Celeste Tramontin
- Variety Magazine
- Jim Simpson & Sigourney Weaver
- Katherine & Sam Weinhoff
- Stephen & Cathy Weinroth
- Davis & Betsy Weinstock
# Foundations, Corporations, Government & Individual Support

## $50,000+
- The National Endowment for the Arts
- The Poses Family Foundation

## $25,000 - $49,999
- Catherine & Frederick Adler
- Bloomberg Philanthropies
- New York City Department of Cultural Affairs
- Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
- Carol Ostrow & Michael Graff
- Warburg Pincus

## $10,000 - $24,999
- Anonymous
- Roger Berlind
- JPMorgan Chase Foundation
- Lois Chiles
- Frances Beinecke & Paul J. Elston
- Elizabeth Olofson & Daniel Kurtz
- Wendy Gimbel & Douglas Liebhafsky
- The New York State Council on the Arts
- The Prospect Hill Foundation
- Sue Rothenberg
- Livia & Stephen Russell
- The Fan Fox & Leslie R. Samuels Foundation
- The Shubert Foundation
- Sigourney Weaver & Jim Simpson
- Jeremy Smith
- Nanahya C. Santana & Hume Steyer
- The Harold & Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust
- Katherine & Samuel Weinhoff
- Cathy & Stephen Weinroth
- Robert Wilson
- The Edward & Sally Van Lier Fund of the New York Community Trust

## $5,000 - $9,999
- Trey Beck
- Stephanie Stiefel & Robert Cohen
- Larry Condon
- Linda Schupack & David Good
- Edwin & Lorna Goodman
- A.R. & Molly Gurney
- Celeste Guth
- Wendy & David Hashmall
- Lauralee & Walter N. Howley
- Eleanor & Michael Kennedy
- Kristina & Stephen Lang
- Sahra Lese
- The Leon Levy Foundation
- The Lucille Lortel Foundation

## $2,500 - $4,999
- The Axe-Houghton Foundation
- The Barbara Bell Cumming Foundation
- Jim and Suzy Cameron
- Jennie & Richard DeScherer
- Roslyn Black & Robert Eimicke
- The John Golden Fund
- The Walter & Elise Haas Fund
- The Frederick Loewe Foundation
- Joanna Smith

## $1,000 - $2,499
- Anonymous (5)
- Harry & Gay Abrams / Abrams Artists Agency
- Gaily & John Beinecke
- The Mary Duke Biddle Foundation
- Mr. Vernon Block & Mrs. Deborah McGraw-Block
- Tom & Michelle Bradley
- Beth Burnam
- Larry Condon
- Ellen Davis
- Margot & Jonathan Davis
- Dramatists Guild Fund
- Christopher Durang
- Vicki & Bobby Freeman
- The Friars Foundation
- Thomas & Darlene Fridstein
- Barbara & Mark Gerson
- Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Kamine
- Jane Willkomm & Marc Lesnick
- Dorothy Loudon Foundation
- Israela Margalit
- Debbie McGraw
- Shelly & Neil Mitchell
- Cassie Murray & William Plapinger
- Linda Carlson & Robert Santos
- Melissa Vail & Norman Selby
- Kathleen & William Smith
- Nancy & Burton Stanier
- The New York Stock Exchange Foundation
- Harry Stout
- Cynthia King Vance & Lee Vance
- Mary & Jerome Vascellaro

## $1,000 - $1,999
- Andrea & George Miller
- Marcie & Robert Orley
- Heidi Ettinger & Jonathan Reynolds
- Lisa & Michael Senter
- The Dorothy Strelsin Foundation
- Celeste & Tony Tramontin
- Betsy & Davis Weinstock
- Cornelia Winthrop

## $500 - $999
- Andrea & George Miller
- Marcie & Robert Orley
- Heidi Ettinger & Jonathan Reynolds
- Lisa & Michael Senter
- The Dorothy Strelsin Foundation
- Celeste & Tony Tramontin
- Betsy & Davis Weinstock
- Cornelia Winthrop
$500+
Anonymous
Jackie Brody
Claudia Brown
Margaret Burco
Deborah Lee Evangelakos & John Evangelakos
Donna & Steven Gartner
John Griffin
Mimi Quillin & Laurence Hazell
Robert Honsnisse
Randee & Harris Horowitz
Lise Jeantet
Kenneth Levien
Gregory Long
LuEsther T. Mertz Advised Fund
Jane Read Martin & Douglas McGrath
Robert Honnisse
Randee & Harris Horowitz
Lise Jeantet
Kenneth Levien
Gregory Long
LuEsther T. Mertz Advised Fund
Jane Read Martin & Douglas McGrath

Stephen McNabb
Payne W. Middleton
Leo & Antoinette Pulito
Alice & Benjamin Reiter
Saluggi’s
Lyris Schonholz
Darcy Bradbury & Eric Seiler
South’s Bar & Restaurant
Eve Stuart
Elizabeth Duggal Taghipour
Stephanie Garry & Art Tatge
Catherine Van Emon
Emmeline Wexer
Beau Willimon

List as of 6/13/14

We apologize if you have been left off this list.
Please contact Alek Deva at alekd@theflea.org for any corrections.

FLEA MEMBERS

$250 Donor
Anonymous (1)
Anonymous
Marilyn Armel
Clay Baenziger
Robert & Betsy Barbanell
Linda Blacken
Chase Brock
George & Jane Bunn
Catherine Cahill & William Bernhard
Thomas Cauchois
Laurie Cohen
Diane Compagno Miller
Joanna & Tony Dean
Cyndy Dietel Krieger
Janet & George Felleman
Bart Friedman & Wendy A. Stein
Gina Gibney
Joe Godfrey & Keith Halstead
Bruce Goodrich
Bonnie Graff
Jan Guifarro
Willy Holtzman
Carol M. Kaplan
Ida & Bob Kowit
Judith Krupp
David & Sheila Manischewitz
Kate Marber & Robert Norman
Increase Mather
Peg McGetrick
Seth Meyer & Nathaniel Speer
Stacey Morse
Seth Moskowitz
Cherrie Nanninga & Reno Cappello
Douglas & Nancy Ostrow
Barbara Pook
Missie Rennie
Ellen & Norman Roth
Lisa Roumell & Mark Rosenthal
Laurie & Arthur Sackler
Amy & Howard Seife
Kathleen E. Shannon
Peter W. Stamos, Jerome Florists Inc.
Stefanie Takacs & Howard Zeideman
Jonathan Weiner
Byron & Anita Wien
Susan Wilen
Melissa Wohlgemuth
Jeff Zimmerman & Sharon Weinberg

$100 Contributor
Anonymous (7)
Vincent Abrahams
Edward Albee
Richard & Claudia Alcorn
Joseph Allen
Barbara Faith Alperin
Misty Anderson
Naomi Azulay
Judith & DeWitt Baker
Douglas Balder
Richard & Sue Baldwin
R. Clay Ballard
Gerald Bamman & Cecil MacKinnon
Steven Banks
Ann & Richard Beatty
Frances Beatty Adler
Peter & Helena Bienstock
Barbara & Gary Bloom
Sarah Bond
THE FLEA THEATER  

The Mysteries

Jonthan Brady  
Susan & Paul Buck  
Susan Buck  
David Budinger  
Jorge Cao & Don Thomas  
David & Lucy Carson  
Ronni Casty  
Christopher Cayaba  
Susan & Jeffrey Chase  
Ida Cole  
Ronald S. Covar  
Paul Cushman  
Andrea Darriau  
Kendra Decious  
Judy & Ira Dembrow  
Mickey Diener & Lisa Bennett  
Sue B. Dorn  
Fran & Jim Dowling  
Helga & Frank Doyle  
Mary Ann Doyle  
Marjorie Ellenbogan  
Sara & Fred Epstein  
Bruce Fagin  
Clarice Feinman  
Susan & Arthur Fleischer Jr.  
Eric Folks  
Charles Forma  
Stephen Friedman  
Henry Frommer & Cheryl Tuttle  
Jack Gangi  
Betty & Joshua Goldberg  
Jason Goldstein  
Gail Gordon  
Meaghan Gragg  
Jon Haber & Bonnie Levin  
Kathleen Halvey  
John & Diane Haney  
Katherine Hanson & James Fraser  
Mary R. Hardin  
Cynthia Harris  
Jodi & Robert Harrison  
Ryan Hart  
Harry & Eugenie Havemeyer  
David S. & Hellen Hirsch  
Grey & Michael Hirschfeld  
Gale & Jim Jacobsohn  
Ashley Jacobson  
Joanne Jacobson  
Katherine Janca  
Ben F. & Sylvia G. Johnson  
Howard Kaminsky  
E. Kilik  
Susan Klock  
Debra Kohee C & S International Insurance Brokers  
Isaac Kruger & Family  
Marcia L Smith  
Billy Lazarus  
Richard Lehman & Kathleen Feely  
Frank & Patricia Lenti  
Murray Luftglass  
Michael S. Luongo & Stephen Foreman  
Richard H.M. & Gail Lowe Maidman  
Marlene Marko  
Tony Markward & Kim Ng  
Laurie Meckler, MD  
Meryl & Robert Meltzer  
Judith & Richard Merbaum  
Lisa Milligan & Don Marcus  
Elaine Montgomery  
Daria & David Moore  
Dr. Benjamin Natelson and Dr. Gudrun Lange  
Daniel & Louise O’Connell  
Roger W. Oliver  
David & Siobhan Olson  
Harriet & Gregg Orley  
Frances Pandolfi  
David Parshall  
Judith & Gary Pasquinelli  
Carole Pesner  
William Pike  
Arline E. Vogel & Harry S. Precourt  
Elizabeth Propp  
Gary & Kathryn Purwin  
Wayne Ransier & Sharon Tomaselli  
Sarah Reines & Rich Bornstein  
Karen & Andy Rhodes  
Marjorie P. Rosenthal  
Mark Rossier  
Linda Rousseau  
Rabbi Peter & Kerry Rubinstein  
Joseph Sadove & Jenny Genin  
Heather Sandifer  
Roberta Lee Scott  
Benjamin Seiler  
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Sernick  
Eleanor Shakin  
Robert D. Sholiton  
Seth D. Shulman  
Ed & Carla Slomin  
Caroline & Kevin Smith  
Fran Smyth  
Preston Stahly  
Elizabenh Stanton  
Dhuane Stephens  
Jane G. Stevens  
Gwynne Stoddart  
Stephen & Anita Theoharis  
Maria & Richard Thulin  
Rahul Tripathi  
Gary Tucker  
Lisa Van Curen  
Joana Vicente & Jason Kliot  
Jane Weiss & Barry Hoffman  
Claire Werner  
Alan Wertheimer
Suzanne Westfall
Edward Whitney
Aliza & Maury Wind
Judith Wink & Michael Zumoff
Wayne M. Winnick
Abigail Winship
Jeremy Zimmer
The Drama Book Shop

$50 Supporter
Anonymous (4)
A Luminous Mind Productions
Toshi Abe & Nancy E. Hall
Joseph Ackerson
Arlette Baker
Carolyn Benbow
Ellie & Bob Berlin
Susan Bernfield
Gail Berry
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. Bialek
Vincent Bivona
Judith & Alexander Blanton
Arlo Blocher
Joy Bloin
Christine Boeke
Anna Bogay
Rose Bonczek
Susan Brittingham
Ken Byrne
Julie Brown
Joan Budish
Carol & Allan Carlton
Jennifer Cecere
Anjeli Chapman
Stephen Charen
Miriam Charney & Roger Maltby
Rosemarie Conforte & William Seizer
Coleman & Kim Conkling
Ann & John Costello
Paul Cunningham
Carol DeBear
Martin Domb
Elizabeth A. Dooley
Diane & Barry Eisenstat
Alice Ericsson
Mary K Fischer
Helene Foley
Paul Michael Fontana
Elizabeth Gasior
Walter Gilbert
Bill Gill
Phyllis Goldberg
Emily Graff
Sarah Graff & Adam Snetman
Gail Griswold
Kako Hatakeyama
Jack Hoey
Jim Hoffman
Marlowe Holden
Liz Horwitz
Paul & Joanne Howard
Stuart N. Hutchison III
Miles Jacoby
Ellen Joffred
Linda Kahn
Benjamin H. Kamine
Samantha Kaplan
Walter Kass
Carol W. Kelley
Kaori Kitao
Nicole Kovacs
Rosanne Kumin
Jann Leeming
Paul Liebowitz
Carla Lord
Dayna Lucas
Wilma & Bernard Maskit
Melanie Matthews
Julie L. Mellby
Joseph Meyers
Barbara P. Mossman & Sheldon Fried
Roberto F. Ortiz
Jody Peterson
Marjorie Pollack
Betty & Jay Poppo
Diana Prechter
Josephine A Pulito-Spencer
Todd & Lori Rosen
MaryAnn & Jack Routledge
Milton B. Rubin
Carrie Sackett
Roger Schmid
Susan & Stephen Schneider
Jane & Greg Smith
Dominic & Maren Spillane
Christopher Vega
Mary Voce
Jo Walker
J. Marvin Watts
Barbara & Alex Waugh
JoAnn Weisel
John Wiecks
Kelly Wines & Scott Freishtat
Shirley A. Wright
Ruth Zachary
Burton Zwick

List as of 6/13/14

We apologize if you have been left off this list.
Please contact Ellen Joffred at ellenj@theflea.org for any corrections.
FLEA REWARDS

Use your Flea Member Card or ticket stub to take advantage of these special offers from our downtown partners.

Macao Trading Co (311 Church St.)
917-848-0117 / macaonyc.com
Portuguese-Asian Fusion Restaurant
Make a reservation to receive a complimentary pitcher of Sangria.

Pane Panelle (305 Church St.)
212-219-4037 / panepanelle.com
Italian Tapas Restaurant
Get 10% off your bill with entree purchase

Bread TriBeCa (301 Church St.)
212-334-0200 / breadtribeca.com
Modern Italian Restaurant
Get 10% off your bill with entree purchase

Petrarca (34 White St.)
212-625-2800 / petrarcatribeca.com
Italian Restaurant & Wine Bar
Receive a 10% discount on your bill

Da Mikele (275 Church St.)
212-925-8800 / damikele.com
Neapolitan-Inspired Italian Restaurant
Receive a 10% discount on the bill

Souths (273 Church St.)
212-219-0640 / southsnyc.com
Neighborhood Bar and Restaurant
A complimentary glass of wine with the order of an entree

Billy’s Bakery (75 Franklin St.)
212-647-9958 / billysbakerynyc.com
Deserts and Other Baked Goodies
Buy one cupcake & get the second 1/2 off

Bubble Lounge (228 West Bway)
212-431-3433 / bubblelounge.com
Champagne Bar
Buy 1 drink & get 1 free or get 20% off a bottle of champagne

Sweet Lily Spa (222 West Bway)
212-925-5441 / www.sweetlilyspa.com
Nail Spa and Boutique
10% off of Sweet Lily manucures

Maslow 6 Wine Shop (211 West Bway)
212-226-3127 / www.maslow6.com
Wine Shop
Receive 10% off the price of wine

Dance New Amsterdam (280 Broadway)
212-625-8369 / www.dnadance.org
Progressive Dance Education
Take 10% off classes and workshops

Churrascaria (221 West Bway)
212-925-6969 / churrascariatribeca.com
Brazilian Steakhouse
Receive 10% off your meal

Cercle Rouge (241 West Bway)
212-226-6252 / cerclerougeresto.com
French Bistro
Receive 10% off bill on a pre-show dinner before 7pm

HERE Arts Center (145 Sixth Ave.)
212-647-0202 / www.here.org
Theater
No convenience fee for HARP productions

TriBeCa Grill (375 Greenwich St.)
212-941-3900/myriadrestaurantgroup.com
American Grill
Enjoy a complimentary sommelier’s choice glass of wine with dinner.

CHECK THEFLEA.ORG OR CALL 212-226-0051 x101 FOR THE LATEST UPDATES & DEALS.
THE FLEA THEATER MEMBERS PROGRAM
Get Special Attention. Support The Flea. Be a Member.
Our theater is tiny and we sell out...fast. Members get guaranteed seats plus exclusive discounts, invites, drinks & inside info! All levels of membership are 100% tax-deductible.

$25 Member
   No booking or convenience fees
   VIP ticket processing

$50+ Supporter
   All of the above, plus:
   Exclusive discounts & deals to partner businesses
   First to know of exciting post or pre-show Flea events
   Special thanks in Flea programs

$100+ Contributor
   All of the above, plus:
   Reserved seating for you and your guests
   Exchange tickets up to 24 hours in advance
   One complimentary drink at our bar before every show
   Reservations to #serials@theflea any night of performance

$250+ Donor
   All of the above, plus:
   Invitations to readings and special Flea events
   One complimentary drink at our bar for your entire party

$500+ Partner
   All of the above, plus:
   Access to Broadway house seats (purchase necessary)
   Dinner reservations at select Flea Partner restaurants
   Unlimited complimentary drinks

$1,000+ Patron
   All of the above plus:
   Invitation to select Opening Night performances and cast parties

Flea I.P.’s
   Interested? Email carolo@theflea.org for more information!

CALL 212.226.0051 x101, or MAIL/FAX the form below to join!

I WANT TO JOIN THE FLEA! (Please check membership level below)

_____ $25 Member
_____ $50 Supporter
_____ $250 Donor
_____ $500 Partner
_____ $100 Contributor
_____ $1,000 Patron

NAME (as should be listed) _____________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP ___________________________________________________________________

EMAIL ______________________ PHONE ______________________________

CREDIT CARD # ______________________ EXP. _________ SECURITY CODE __________

Mail this form with a check to THE FLEA MEMBERS PROGRAM, 41 White Street, New York, NY 10013 or fax this form with your credit card information to (212) 965-1808. Questions or concerns? Call us at 212-226-0051 x107.